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Abstract
The hypercube interconnection network has been recognized to be very suitable 
for a parallel computing architecture due to its attractive topological properties. 
Recently, several modified hypercubes have been proposed to improve the perfor­
mance of a hypercube. This dissertation deals with two modified hypercubes, the X- 
hypercube and the Z-cube. The X-hypercube is a variant of the hypercube, with the 
same amount of hardware but a diameter of only f(n+l)/2| in a hypercube of dimen­
sion n . The Z-cube has only 75 percent of the edges of a hypercube with the same 
number vertices and the same diameter as the hypercube.
In this dissertation, we investigate some topological properties and the effective­
ness o f the X-hypercube and the Z-cube in their combinatorial and computational 
aspects. We give the optimal or nearly optimal data communication algorithms 
including routing, broadcasting, and census function for the X-hypercube and the Z- 
cube. We also give the optimal embedding algorithms between the X-hypercube and 
the hypercube. It is shown that the average distance between vertices in a X- 
hypercube is roughly 13/16 of that in a hypercube. This implies that a X-hypercube 
achieves the better average communication performance than a hypercube. In addi­
tion, a set of fundamental SIMD algorithms for a X-hypercube is given.
Our results indicate that the X-hypercube makes an improvement in performance 
over the hypercube, but not as much as the reduction in a diameter, and the Z-cube is 





There are two broad classes of parallel computer architectures with a large 
number of processors. The first class of architectures is multicomputer systems with 
distributed memories. In this type of machine, each processor has its own local 
memory and processors are connected by a static or fixed interconnection network. 
The communication among the processors is achieved by message passing through the 
network, and computation is data driven. By message passing, it is meant that data or 
possibly codes are transferred from a processor to another processor by traveling 
across a sequence of nearest neighbor nodes. Synchronization is driven by data in the 
sense that computation in some node is performed only when its necessary data are 
available. One major advantage of such architectures is the simplicity of their design.
The second class of parallel computer is multiprocessor systems with shared 
memories. In a shared memory organization, a set of processors and a common bank 
of memory units arc connected through a fast bus or interconnection network. Varia­
tions on this scheme are numerous, but the essential feature here is how to access a 
shared memory. The main advantage of such second configuration is that it enables us 
to make the data access transparent to the user, who may regard data as being held in a 
large memory which is readily accessible to any processor. This greatly facilitates the 
programming of the machine, but memory conflicts can lead to degraded perfor­
mance. On the other hand, shared memory models can not easily take advantage of
1
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proximity of data in problems where communication is local. Moreover, the switching 
network becomes exceedingly complex to build as the number of nodes increases. 
This raises the problem of reliability, as the probability of failure increases propor­
tionally with the number of components. In contrast, the first models can easily be 
made fault tolerant by shutting down failing nodes [SS86,LD90,AJd89,Qui87].
Therefore, the multicomputer based on interconnection networks has been recog­
nized as a major option in the design of parallel computer. Many interconnection net­
works, including mesh, shuffle exchange, cross-bar, permutation and hypercube have 
been suggested as the basis for parallel computing architectures. Some of these design 
requirements are low node connectivity, small diameter, simple routing algorithm, 
regularity, symmetry, and fault tolerance [RF87]. Among these choices, the hypercube 
interconnection network has received much attention due to its topological suitability 
for parallel processing. Hereinafter, a hypercube interconnection network will be 
referred to as hypercube. A n -dimensional hypercube has 2" nodes, with each node 
having n links. If the nodes of the hypercube are numbered from 0 to 2 "-l, then the 
connection scheme can be defined by the set of edges that can be drawn between any 
two nodes whose numbering differ by one bit position in their binary representation.
For the past several years, three kinds of modified hypercubes have been intro­
duced. The twisted cube has been suggested by Hilbers, Koopman, and Snepscheut 
in 1987 [HKS87], the X-hypercube  by Sung [Sun88] in 1988, and the 
multiply twisted cube by Efe in 1988 [EBSS88J. None of these modified hypercubes 
are isomorphic to each other. They have the same structural complexity as the hyper­
cube, i.e., k-dimensional modified hypercubes have the same number of nodes, and
3
the same number of links per node as k-dimensional hypercube, but the diameter is 
reduced by almost half. Thus the communication delay in these modified hypercubes 
are expected much lower than that in hypercube. This means that these modified 
hypercubes have the advantage over the hypercube when the data communication is of 
major concerns.
These modified hypercube architectures do not necessarily guarantee that faster 
and more efficient algorithms will follow. The algorithmic aspects of these new 
schemes should be investigated to take advantage of their merits. Our interest in the 
algorithms concerns data communication since the major advantage of modified 
hypercubes is a reduced diameter. The typical communication algorithms are routing, 
broadcasting, and census. Routing provides the shortest path from the source node to 
the destination, allowing any two processors in the network to exchange their data. 
Broadcasting sends a message from a processor to all other processors in the multi' 
computer system. Many parallel algorithms use broadcasting as a sub-algorithm in 
their computation. The census function gathers information about the state of the net­
work and sends it to a central location. We are also interested in communication­
intensive problems that occur as sub-problems in larger computation tasks. For exam­
ple, prefix computation, packing operation, and sorting algorithms are considered as 
such problems.
1.2. Previous Studies.
The key for obtaining modified hypercubes is to choose the set of edges from 
hypercube and to twist them systematically. By twisting the edges, the symmetry of
4
hypercube may be broken a little. However, the diameter can be reduced by almost 
half. There are three distinctive modified hypercubes as stated previously. Whatever 
they are called, there is a basic idea underlying all of them. In this section, we review 
how these modified hypercubes are defined, and briefly introduce earlier investiga­
tions.
1.2.1. Twisted Cube
Hilbers, et al. [HKS87] suggest a twisted cube by twisting some edges of the 
hypercube as follows. Here, n is an odd number and Px stands for the sum modulo 2 
of the bits in x .
Definition 1.1:
(1) {0,1} is the edge of the twisted 1-cube.
(2) For any sequence x  of n bits, and for any bits a ,b ,c , and d , 
such that a * c and b * d , the twisted (n+2)-cube contains 
edges [abx ,cdx } if Px = 0, and [abx ,adx } if Px =1, and
[abx ,cbx }, and for any sequence x  and y of n bits such that {x ,y ) 
is an edge of the twisted n -cube, and for any bits a and b , 
the twisted (n+2)-cube also contains the edge {abx ,aby }.
Figure 1 shows twisted n -cube for n = 3  and n = 5. The shortest path algorithm 
from a source node to a destination node has been studied. Abraham and Pad- 
manabhan [AP89] have given a distributed routing algorithm and investigated impor­
tant topological properties such as distance distribution and average distance. They 
compare the performance of a twisted cube with that of a hypercube and conclude
5
that the twisted cube delivers an improvement in performance over the hypercube.
1.2.2. X-Hypercube
The X-hypercube has been proposed by Y. Sung [Sun88], The X-hypercube of 
dimension n consists of 2" nodes, and each node has exactly n links. For n < 2, it is 
the same as a hypercube. For n = 2, it is either a hypercube of square shape or a 
hypercube of twisted shape. For n > 2, it is recursively defined as follows:
Definition 1.2
An X-hypercube of dimension n is constructed by two boxes, each box is an 
X-hypercube of dimension n-1.
(1) If n is odd, Box-1 has a square shape as depicted in figure 2(a), where A, 
B, C, and D are boxes of an (n -3)-dimensional X-hypercube; for the sake of 
clarity, the connection between Box A and Box C in the figure 2(a) is shown
n ~  4
Figure 1: Twisted n -cube
by a shaded trunk, and so on. A node in Box A is connected to its 
corresponding node in Box B, etc. Box-2 has a similar structure as Box-1 
but has an X shape as shown in figure 2(b), where A, B, C, and D are boxes 
exactly as in Box-1. Notice that the adjacency relation in Box-1 has been 
exactly preserved in Box-2; by sense we may say that Box-1 is isomorphic 
to Box-2. An interconnection between Box-1 and Box-2 is illustrated in 
figure 2(c). Figure 2(c) gives the complete structure of an X-hypercube of 
dimension n , where n is odd.
(2) If n is even, a n -dimensional X-hypercube is also made from two boxes, 
each box is identical to the one described in part (1). Figure 3 illustrates the 
two boxes and the interconnection between them.
But this reclusive construction does not give a clear insight of node connectivity. 
Sung discusses the shortest path between two nodes and the embedding of Hamil­
tonian circuit and binary tree [Sun88]. But the optimal shortest path and the embed­
ding of a binary tree still remain as open problems.
(a) Box-1 (b) Box-2
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(c) Interconnection between Box-1 and Box-2 
Figure 2: X-Hypercube of odd dimension
A B
S H I]
Figure 3: X-Hypercube o f even dimension
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1.2.3. Multiply-Twisted Cube
Efe, et al. [EBSS88] propose the multiply-twisted cube as follows. Two binary 
strings x=xt;t0 and y=yiyo ^  pair-related, denoted x “ y, if and only if (x,y) e 
{ (00 ,00 ), ( 10, 10), (01 , 11),  ( 11,01) ) .
Definition 1.3:
The n dimensional multiply-twisted cube, denoted MQn , is the labeled graph 
defined inductively as follows. MQ i is the complete graph on two vertices with 
label 0 and 1. For n > 1, MQn contains and MQn*_i joined according to
the following rule: the vertex u = Ou„_2...u0 from MQ®_x and the vertex v = 
1 v„_2...v0 from M Q ^ i  are adjacent in MQn if and only if
(1) un _2 = v„_2 n even, and
(2) for 0 ^ i < f(n- l)/2l, u 2(+1« 2i '  v2i+lv2« -
Figure 4 shows MQn for n = 3 and n = 4. In [EBSS88], basic topological proper­
ties and the shortest path algorithm of multiply-twisted cube are investigated. The data 
communication algorithms are given by Zheng [Zhe90]. The average distance 
between vertices has been calculated by Young and Zheng [YZ91],
The most fundamental issues for the twisted cube and the multiply twisted cube 
have already been investigated. The multiply twisted hypercube has been studied in 
great detail. Compared to the other two modified hypercubes, the X-hypercube has 
been left unexplored in many aspects. Therefore, the main focus of this dissertation is 
to investigate the topological properties of the X-hypercube more extensively and to 









Figure 4: MQm for n -  3 and * -  4
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1.3. Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter 2 gives a new definition of the X-hypercube in terms of its connectivity. 
In order for the interconnection network to be utilized in full for parallel computation, 
the connectivity between vertices should be very clear. For example, two adjacent ver­
tices in a hypercube are defined explicitly as follows: two vertices are connected if 
and only if the binary labels of two vertices differ in exactly one bit. In fact, the origi­
nal definition of the X-hypercube is not so formal. We redefine the X-hypercube. 
Based on this new definition, the optimal algorithms for the embedding of a hyper­
cube on a X-hypercube, and vice versa, are developed. This implies that the hyper­
cube can be efficiently simulated by the X-hypercube, and vice versa. To substantiate 
this, the algorithm to compute sum of n elements on n dimensional X-hypercube is 
presented.
In order for a parallel machine to run efficiently, it must allow any two proces­
sors to communicate with each other through the shortest path. Chapter 3 presents 
two algorithms, P A T H 1  and P A T H 2 , to compute a shortest path between any two 
vertices of an rt- dimensional X-hypercube in 0 (n )  and 0 (« 2) time, respectively. 
PATH I is desirable in circuit switching networks with centralized control, while 
PATH_2 is good for packet switching network with distributed control.
The average distance between vertices has an important meaning in data com­
munication performance. That is, it characterizes the average case data communica­
tion performance. Chapter 4 shows that the average distance between vertices in X- 
hypercube is almost 13/16 of that in a hypercube. A recurrence relation on total dis­
tance between vertices in X-hypercube is also given.
11
Chapter 5 is concerned with the problem of data communication, such as the data 
broadcasting and the census function. As major results in this chapter, four major 
algorithms, BROADCAST, MINIMIN2, and ROITTEI are presented. BROADCAST 
broadcasts a message from any processor to all other processors of a X-hypercube in 
O(n) computation steps and f(n + l)/2| communication steps. MINI finds the minimum 
among 2n numbers stored in a n -dimensional X-hypercube and send it to any proces­
sor in 0 ( n ) computation steps and rt communication steps. MIN2 performs the same 
census function in 0 (n 2) computation steps and f(n+l)/2| communication steps. 
ROUTE1 sends a message from any processor to any other processor in 0 ( n ) compu­
tation steps and [(n +1)/2| communication steps.
There exist many important communication intensive kernel algorithms which 
occur as sub-problems in larger computation tasks. It is natural to examine these basic 
parallel communication-intensive algorithms after specifying parallel communication 
algorithms. Chapter 6 presents a many-to-many routing algorithm, ROUTE2 which 
runs in 0 ( n ) time for a n dimensional X-hypercube. The algorithm PREFIX computes 
prefix sums in O (n) time. Based on ROUTE2 and PREFIX, the algorithms to pack and 
uppack the data, PACK and UPPACK, are presented having 0 (n ) time complexity. 
Next, this chapter consider the problem of sorting 2n keys on a n dimensional X- 
hypercube. Two sorting algorithm, RADIX and BITONIC-SORT-XH, are given. 
RADIX implements the radix exchange sort in CXmn) time complexity, where m is the 
number of bits in binary number to be sorted. BITONIC-SORT-XH shows that 
Batcher’s sorting method can be applied on a X-hypercube in CKn ) time. All these 
algorithms are based on the connectivity of X-hypercube s.
12
Chapter 7 introduces a new interconnection network called the Z-cube  which 
has been proposed by Zheng and Latifi [ZL91], It has a similar structure to the hyper­
cube and its vertex degree is 3/4 of that of a hypercube. The Z-cube is more suitable 
for VLSI implementation than the hypercube because it has lower vertex degree and 
smaller number of edges. Algorithms for data communication on Z-cube are also 
explored.
Finally, Chapter 8 offers some concluding remarks and open problems for future 
research.
Chapter 2 
New Definitions of a X-hypercube and Its Applications
2.1. Introduction
A hypercube machine is a multicomputer system whose processors and data links 
connecting processors correspond to the vertices and edges of a hypercube graph. The 
hypercube network has been considered as one of most popular interconnection net­
works for parallel computations, due to its desirable topological properties, such as 
small diameter, low vertex degree, and structural regularity. When a hypercube 
machine is abstracted as a graph, the processors are treated as vertices and data links 
are treated as edges. Each vertex is given a unique binary label, and the connectivity 
between vertices can be easily determined by inspecting the labels associated with 
vertices.
In contrast, the X-hypercube is less regular. In fact, the original definition of the 
X-hypercube, which appeared in [Sun88J, is not so formal. In [Zhe89], a formal 
definition of X-hypercube is introduced. However, this definition does not provide 
explicit conditions for the connectivity of vertices. The analysis of the algorithmic 
aspects and topological properties of X-hypercube in [Zhe89] are based on the notion 
of array arrangement o f  vertices, which is used to derive the connections between 
vertices. In addition to the inconvenience, finding the connections by using the array 
arrangement involves computing overhead. Compared to the hypercube, one of the 
major disadvantages of the X-hypercube is the fact that it is hard to use, due to its 
more complicated connectivity. In this chapter, we give an alternative definition for
13
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the X-hypercube. We show that using this definition, the connectivity between any 
two vertices in a the X-hypercube can be easily determined by scanning the labels of 
the vertices. We also show how to use this definition to implement simulations 
between hypercube and X-hypercube.
2.2. Definitions of a X-Hypercube
A n -dimensional X-hypercube, which is denoted as Q%, is a graph of 2n vertices. 
To simplify our presentation, we define the n -dimensional companion X-hypercube, 
denoted as , in parallel with Q%. Each node in or is labeled by a distinct 
n-bit binary number in Bn, by which we denote the set of all possible n-bit binary 
numbers bnbn ... b x. We use # to denote the concatenation operation on two binary 
numbers, i.e., for two binary numbers b j and b 2, ^ i ^ 2  *s binary number consist­
ing of \b1I+I&2I bits obtained by concatenating b x and b 2, where |£ | is the number of 
bits in b. We use b#Bn to denote the set of binary numbers obtained by concatenating 
the binary number b with all numbers in Bn, i.e., b#Bn = [b#b | b e Bn ). The formal 
recursive definition of Q% ( and ) given in [Zhe89] is as follows:
Definition 2.1:
q *  = (vf,  E * ) t where 
V f = {0, 1), and
E Xi = ([0 ,1]).
Q f  = (V i7, £■ |“) is identical to Q x .
For n > 1 and n is odd.
15
Q * = (V *  £*), where 
V? = Bnt and
E*  =  ( [ O ^ . O f r v , ]  | v ( , vj e  £ n l and [v f ,Vy] e £*_j ) ^
{ [ l # V i , l # v y ]  I V ,,  Vj  e  £ „ _ !  and [ v ^ V j )  e  £ f _ !  } u
( ( O t t v ; , ! # ^ )  | v,-, Vj e  £„_! and v ; = vy }.
G«C = (^nC. £„C). where 
V f = E „,and
En = { [ 0 # v , , 0 # v y ] I v,-, v7 e  £„_! and [v^Vy] e E^Lj } 0
{ [ l # v , , l # V y ]  | Vi, Vj  e £„_! and [ v , , v y ]  e  £*_! } o
{ [ 0 # v ( , l # v y ]  | v i t Vj  e  £ r t_ !  an d v ( = v y ) .
For n > 1 and n is even,
Qn = (V* £*), where 
V* = Bn , and
£ *  = {[0#v, ,0#v; ) | v; , Vj e  Bn_l and [v.-.vy] e  £*_, } u
{[I#v,,l#v^] I Vi ,  v, e £„_! and [v^vy] e  e£_! )
( [0 0 # V i ,10#V y  ] ,  [0 1 # V i .1 l# V y  ] | v(-, Vj e  B„_2 and v; =v } ).
Qn = (V f. £ f )
Vn = Bn , and
£„c = { [0 # V i,0 # V y ] ,  [ l # v , - ,  l# V y ]  I v f , Vy g and [v ,,V y ]  e





no l i t010 Oil
<a)Gf 0>)Qi
Figure 5: Q \  and £ 3
X
X
(a) Q i <b)Qf
Figure 6 : Q *  and £ 4
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Figure 7: Automata Am
In figure 5 and figure 6, we show several hypercubes and X-hypercubes of low 
dimensions. For reasons that will soon be apparent, we define a finite state automata 
An = ( S , B , 7 \ q 0, F),  where S -  {Xt t  X0 ,C t t C0 ) is the set of states in An \ B = {0, 
1} is the input alphabet; q 0 is the initial state (q0 = X€ if n is even, and q o = X0 if n is 
odd); T is the transition function S x B to S , and F  = S is the set of final states. The 
transition function T  is defined in the transition diagram shown in figure 7. One addi­
tional constrain on An is that the binary strings that can be accepted by An have length 
no longer than n . We define prefix (n,v \d) as the substring of v obtained by deleting 
the rightmost d bits of v . We say that prefix (n ,v ;d) is of type Xt  (or X0 , Ce and C0) 
if by left-to-right scanning prefix (n ,v \d) the state Xe (or XQ, Ce and C0 respectively) 
of An is reached after n —d  state transitions. For two distinct binary strings u =
u„u„ _ a n d  v = vnv„_1...v1, we define d ( n ,u , v ) as the maximum i such that u( ^
v i-
Definition 2.2:
A X-hypercube of dimension n is a graph Q* with 2" vertices, each of which 
is labeled by a distinct n-bit binary number. Any two vertices, u = unun_x...ui and v 
= vnvn_1...v1, are connected by an edge if and only if one of the following two condi­
tions holds:
(1) prefix(n,u\d(n,u,v))  is of type C€ (*.a .v)«</(„>u,v)-1 = vd{ntÛ v)vd{nMtV^
and Ui = v, fo ri * d (n ,u ,v ), and i * d ( n ,u , v ) - l ;
(2) prefix (n ,u ;d(n ,u ,v )) is not of type Ce and «j = v( for j * d ( n  ,u ,v ).
19
To verify the equivalence of definition 2.1 and definition 2.2, let us look more 
closely at the structure of the X-hypercube. For Q we call the subgraph induced by 
a vertex subset [bnbn_x . . .b ! | bnbn_l ... bd+l = c „ c rt_, ... crf+1}, where cncn^  ... cd+l 
is a constant and 1 £ d < n,  a d-dimensional subcube of  Q * . Clearly, Q*  is recur- 
sively defined by its subcube. We say that a d  -dimensional subcube of Q„ induced by 
a vertex subset {bnbn_j ... h i I bnbn_x ... bd+l = cncn_x ... crf+1} is of typeX* (Ce ) if 
by looking at the d least significant bits of the labels, the connections of vertices 
satisfy the definition of Qd (Qd ) and d  is an even number. Similarly, we define types 
X0 and C0 of a d  -dimensional subcube of Q%. Note that the only difference between 
Xa and X e (Ca and Ce) is that d is an odd number for Xa (C0 ). Directly following 
definition 2.1, we know that two vertices u and v of Q*  are connected by an edge if 
and only if they are connected by an edge in the subcube of the smallest dimension 
that contains both of u and v . Thus, the problem of determining whether or not u and 
v are connected is reduced to determining whether or not they are connected in the 
smallest subcube containing them. It is easy to see that d  (n ,u ,v ) indicate the dimen­
sion of the smallest subcube of Q% that contains u and v, and the type of 
prefix(n,v;d(n,u,v)) tells the type of such a subcube. By definition 2.1, we conclude 
that
Theorem 2.1: Definition 2.1 and definition 2.2 for X-hypercube are equivalent.
□
It should be pointed out that the type of prefix (n ,u ,d)  can be effectively com­
puted using An . To determine the type of prefix (n ,u ;d), we need to scan u =
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u„ j from left to right and make n —d state transitions in An . The automata An,
together with the notion prefix (n ,v \ d ), is not only useful for determining whether or 
not two vertices in Qjj are connected by an edge, it can also be used efficiently solving 
the following decision problems:
V Tt(i) Given a vertex u in Q„, determine all its adjacent vertices in
(ii) Given a vertex u = i ... u x in Q*. determine the vertex v = v„vB_1 ... 
v j that is connected to u such that = v; for n ^ i > d  and ud \ and
(iii) Given a vertex u in Q*, determine the types of all subcube of Q*  that 
contain u .
All these operations are useful for investigating the algorithmic aspects and combina­
toric structures of X-hypercube machines. For example, we may define an edge con­
necting two vertices u = un un ... u r and v = v„ v„_! ... v ( in Q% such that u, = V; for 
n ^ / > d  and ud ^  vd as a d  -dimensional edge o f  Q*  The operation (ii) can be used 
to find all d -dimensional edges of Q*. The above listed operations are very useful for 
the divide-and-conquer paradigm for designing efficient parallel algorithms on X- 
hypercube machines, as indicated in the previous studies on conventional hypercube 
machines.
2.3. Embedding of a Hypercube and Its Application
In this section, we show how the new definition can be used to derive results in 
the computational aspects of the X-hypercube and the conventional hypercube. First, 
let us consider embeddings between the hypercube and the X-hypercube.
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Let G and H be two simple undirected graphs. An embedding of G in H is a one- 
to-one mapping of the vertices of G into the vertices of H, together with a 
specification of the path in H connecting the images of the endpoints of each edge in 
G. The dilation of the embedding is the maximum length of these paths in H, and the 
congestion of the embedding is the maximum number of edges of G whose 
corresponding mapped paths in H include a single edge in H. Graph embeddings can 
be used as a model for simulating one computer architecture by another. The parame­
ters dilation and congestion are used to measure the efficiencies of such simulations. 
The following algorithm embeds a n -dimensional hypercube Qn into a n -dimensional 
X-hypercube Q%.
procedure EMBEDI(Qn, Q *) 
for every edge [x, y]do 
d = d(n,x,y);
if the type of prefix(npc;d) is Ct then 
case (xdxd_lt ydyd_j) of
(00,10),(10,00) : zd zd_x =01;
(01,11),(11,01) : zd zd_j = 10; 
endcase
let Zj = jc, for i * d and i * d-1; 
associate [x, z] and [z, y] in Qjj with [x, y] in Q„ ; 
else




For embedding Q * into a Q„ , we give the following algorithm:
procedure EMBED2{ Q*, Qn ) 
for every edge [x, y]do 
d = d(n,x,y);
if the type of prefix(njc;d) is Ce then 
c a s e ^ x ^ . y ^ . O o f
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(01,10),(10,01) :  zdzd^  = 00;
(00,11),(11,00) :zdzd_l = 10; 
endcase
let Zi = jc, for i * d and i *  d-1; 
associate [x, z] and [z, y] in Qn with [x, y] in Q*; 
else y




Theorem 2.2: Qn can be embedded into Q* with dilation 2 and congestion 2, and Q* 
can be embedded into Qn with dilation 2 and congestion 2.
Proof: Since the proof for two parts of the theorem are similar, we only give the proof 
for the first part, i.e., Qn can be embedded into Q% with dilation 2 and congestion 2. 
Obviously, the embedding constructed by algorithm EMBED 1 is of dilation 2. By 
algorithm EMBED 1, we know that any d  -dimensional edge in Qn is either mapped to 
the edge in Q*  connecting the vertices with the same labels, or mapped to two d  - 
dimensional edges, x a n d y , in a d -dimensional subcube of type Ce of Q%. Thus, we 
only need to consider mappings of d -dimensional edges U ,y] to d-dimensional 
edges. Note that the value of d  under consideration is even. If prefix(n,x;d) is Ce , then 
the edge [ x , y \  in Q%, where xdxd_i = 01(10), ydyd_} = 10(01), and x{ = y, for i * d 
and t * d -1 , is used exactly twice in the embedding, and the edge [jc , y J in Q*t where 
xd_x * yd-i, and X; = y, for / * d-1, is also used exactly twice in the embedding. 
Therefore, the congestion of the embedding constructed by algorithm EMBED 1 is 2.
□
By theorem 2.2, we know that any algorithm on a hypercube machine can be 
implemented on a X-hypercube machine with almost the same performance. For
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example, sorting 2n numbers on a n -dimensional hypercube machine requires 0 ( n 2) 
time. This can also be achieved on a n -dimensional X-hypercube easily by embedding 
as follows. The symbol <= denotes such a communication of a data item from an adja­
cent processor’s local memory to the active processor’s local memory.
procedure BITONfC MERGE SORT 
for i=0 to n-1 do 
for j=i down to 0 do
d=2>;
for all Pk where O ^ k  ^2" -1 do 
if k mod 2d < d then
if prejix(n,k;j+I) is of type Ce then
q = 2 '-1;
*k +q +d *
^k +q *
else
*1t ^ a k + d '
endif
if k mod 2, +2 < 21+1 then 
bk=max(tk ,aky  
ak =min(tkraky, 
else
bk =min(tk ,ak); 
ak =max(tk ,aky, 
endif 
endif 
if k mod 2d 2 d then
if prefix(n,k;j+I) is of type Ce then 
q=2J' _1;
l k  ~q ^ b k - d *  
a k < = tk - q !
else






end BITONIC MERGE SORT
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2.4. Summary
We have presented an alternative formal definition for X-hypercube. As with the 
definition of a conventional hypercube, this concise definition explicitly provides the 
conditions of connectivity of vertices. As examples, we have shown how to derive 
simple proofs of some known results on embeddings between a hypercube and a X- 
hypercube. We also have shown how to use the connectivity conditions given in the 
definition to express the bitonic merge sort algorithm for a X-hypercube. This new 
definition will be very useful for further research in the parallel computation on X- 
hypercube interconnection networks and multicomputer systems, as demonstrated in 
subsequent chapters.
Chapter 3
Finding a Shortest Path in a X-Hypercube
3.1. Introduction
In this chapter, we investigate the problem of finding a shortest path between two 
vertices in a X-hypercube. This problem corresponds to data communication between 
two processors in a multicomputer system with a X-hypercube interconnection struc­
ture. Let (u j, u 2, ..., ur ) be a shortest path from u : to ur computed by an algorithm A . 
We say that algorithm A computes this path in linear order if vertex ui + 1 is generated 
after is generated by A ; otherwise, we say that algorithm A computes this path in 
non-linear order. An efficient algorithm that computes shortest paths in linear order is 
desirable in a packet switching network with distributed control. For the circuit 
switching networks of centralized control, the order in which the vertices on the shor­
test path are generated by an algorithm is not important.
In [Sun88], a simple mechanism for routing a message from one processor to 
another processor in a multicomputer system with a Q*  interconnection is given. Each 
processor Pt has a precomputed routing table of 2" entries stored in its local memory, 
with each entry t} keeping the address (binary label) k of the processor Pk connected 
to Pi that is the immediate successor of Pt in a shortest path from Pl to P j . Although 
this method supports fast packet switching data transmission, it consumes consider­
able space in each local memory.
We present shortest path algorithms which compute a shortest path between any 
two vertices of Qjj in non-linear order and linear order in O (n ) and O (rt2) time.
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respectively. These algorithms can be used for data communication in a multicom­
puter system with a X-hypercube interconnection network. For convenience, we 
define a single vertex as a O-dimensional X-hypercube, and its type is not important.
We define an m-dimensional subcube (or in short m —cube ) of Q*  as a subgraph 
of Q*  induced by vertices in bn ... bm+x$Bm, where bn ... bm+x is a binary constant of 
n —m bits. Clearly, Q* is uniquely partitioned into exactly 2n~m disjoint m-cube. We 
use Sm to denote an m -cube of Q%, and use type (Sm), which is of value either X  or 
C , to denote the type of Sm. We say that two m -cubes, Sj, and of Q*, are adja­
cent if there exists a vertex u in Sj, that is connected to a vertex v in s£-  In fact, by 
the definition of a X-hypercube, if two m -cubes, S„| and s £  of Q%, are adjacent, then 
the vertices of 5^ and vertices in are pairwisely connected. More specifically, two 
distinct m -cubes, 5^ and s £  of Q*t are adjacent if and only if vertex u -  u„ un_j ... u j 
in Sjl and vertex v = v„v„_i ... v , in S*  such that umum_x ... u , = vmvm_, ... v , are 
connected by an edge. The concept of a subcube is very important in analyzing the 
structure and connectivity of a X-hypercube. We are particularly interested in the 
subcubes of even dimension. We call a sequence Pm = (S„|, s£ ,  .... 5^,) of distinct 
m -dimensional subcubcs, where m must be even, of Q„ as an m-dimensional subcube 
path (in short, dim—cube path ) from t o i n  Q*  if and 5^+1 are adjacent. We 
also use Pm = (£„J, S ^ , S ^ )  to represent the subgraph of Q*  induced by vertices of 
5^,, 1 5 i 5 r . In a m-cube path, each subcube 5^ can be considered as a "super ver­
tex". For Pm = (S„|   S^),  we define type (Pm) = type(Sj,)type(S*) ...
type (S£). Using regular expression notation, we know that type (Pm) e (X | C )+. We 
say that an m-cube path Pm -  (S„J ..., S ^ )  is hybrid if it contains m-cube of
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different types, otherwise, we say it is a uniform m -cube path. For any vertex u in 
Q* we use u (Sm) to denote the vertex u in Sm such that u'mu'm_l ... u ' t = 
um ], and we use Sm (u ) to denote the m -dimensional subcube of Q*  that con­
tains u . Obviously, if two m -cubes, 5^ and S * f are adjacent in Q*, then u ( 5 j ) and 
u (S£) are connected by an edge. For a subgraph G of Q*  that contains m -cube 
and of Q%, we use G] and P^lSj, ,  S^;  G] to denote an m-cube path
and a shortest m -cube path from 5^ to S j  in G, respectively, if they exist.
  i * V
Thus, our objective is to find a shortest O-cube path Pq[s ,d, Qn 1 from s ,  the 
source vertex, to d ,  the destination vertex. For simplicity, we denote such a O-cube 
path as P* [j ,d; Q*]. Given two m-cube paths 5^ ; G ,] and P£[S£, S * , G 21
in two subgraphs G j and G 2 of Q * such that is a subgraph of G j and G 2, we use | 
as the concatenation operator for these two m-cube paths. That is, S*; G j] |
P£[S£, S*; G 2] is an m-cube path from S„j to 5^ in Q*  obtained by concatenating 
P„ (5*1, s£ \  G j] and P * \s£ ,  S^; G J .  The length of a path /%,[$„!, S*; G ], denoted 
as L(/*m [5^, 5^ ; G ]), is the number of m -cubes in Pm [S^, 5^; G ] minus 1. Ail these
V"1
notations are similarly defined with respect to Q„ .
For convenience, we define the graph Cm = (QnJ, Q^,  ... (2m) as an m-cube 
chain, where m is even and Q lm is a graph whose vertices are labeled by m- bit binary 
numbers satisfying the edge connections of either Q*  or (2m- Furthermore, any vertex 
in Q xm labeled u is connected to the vertex in labeled u, but not connected to any 
vertex in Q !m such that j  > i+1. Vertex u in Q ‘m is denoted as u{Q,J,). Note that an 
m-cube path Pm = (S„J, S j ,  .... S^) in Q% is an m-cube chain, if we ignore the n - m
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leftmost bits of all vertices in Pm . However, for a given chain Cm, it is not always 
possible to find a subgraph in Q*  that is isomorphic to Cm . We call a chain Cm = (Q„J, 
Qm< ■■■ Qm) a hybrid chain if there exists i and j  such that type(Qlm) * type(Qsm) 
Note that m -cube paths Pm and m -cube chains Cm are defined only for even m . For 
an m -chain Cm = ( Q £ , Q £ ,  ... Q rm\  we use P * \Q'm,QL  ̂ Cm J to denote a shortest path 
from u ( Q to u{Q£). The concatenation operator "1" is defined for paths in m-cube 
chains in the same way as that for the paths in m -cube paths.
3.2. Shortest Path Algorithms
Although the X-hypercubes Q% are recursively defined, their structure is not as 
regular as that for a corresponding conventional hypercube. We first derive a couple 
of simple properties for Qjf and Q„. Then, we show how to use these properties to 
design efficient shortest path algorithms.
Lemma 3.1: The following statements hold:
(a) JL (P * [u ,v ; £?*]) - L (P *[u,v, Q?})\ £ 1 for even n ;
(b) L(/*’ [u,v; £?*]) = Q„]), where u and v are in different (n -1)- 
dimensional subcubes, for odd n .
(c) For two m-cube chains C j  = {Q ^ ' \  Q ^ 2% ..., Q ^ )  and C 2 = ( Q 2' \  Q 2'2,
Q^)>
(i) if r = s and both and C 2 are hybrid, or both and C 2 are uni­
form, then
L(P*[u ( Q ^ ) , v ( Q ^ ) ;C ^ ) )  = L(P* [ u { Q ^ ) , v { Q ^ , C 2\y,
(ii) if r -  s,  CnJ is hybrid and C 2 is uniform, then
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L{p \ u (q X - \ v { Q ^ c ^ ] ) ^ L { P *  [ u { Q ^ ) , V{ Q ^ y tc ^ \ y t
(iii) if r > s , then L(P* [«(G«-1),v(G j-,');C^]) £
Proof: The proof is by induction. To simplify our proof, we divide our proof into 
three parts.
Part I : (c) holds if  {a) and (b) are true for  n <,m+I.
Consider (i) first. If both and c £  are not hybrid, the (i) of (c) is obviously true. 
The proof for the case that both Cj, and are hybrid directly follows from the fol­
lowing claim:
Claim: For any hybrid m -cube chain Cm = (Gm> Qm* G«)> let i be an index 
such that type(Q^,) * type(C?m+1)- If (b) is true forn Sm  + l, then
(«<Ol> « < G i»  I p ' [ u (QL). v(Gi.+1); (C i, Q i f 1)] I (v(QL+l),
is a shortest path from u(Q„J) to v (Q'm) in Cm.
Proof o f  the Claim: Let Cm = (Q ^ t Q%, -t Q«) be any m -cube chain that con­
tains I m-cube of type X and t —l m-cube of type C . We define the operation 
of interchanging the positions of two adjacent m-cube Q'm and Q £ x ° f  Cm as 
follows: delete edges connecting u(Q^~l) and u(Q^)  and edges connecting 
u (Gm+1) and u (Gm+2). introduce edges connecting u (G^i1) and « { Q „ l) and 
edges connecting u {Qlm) and u(Q^f2). Clearly, after this operation, we obtain 
a new m-cube chain if original two m-cube Q lm and G^+1 are of different
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types. By performing a sequence of operations of interchanging the positions 
of two adjacent m -cube of different types, we can obtain a new chain C'm = 
(Q'm* Q'm* Q'm>• st*ch ^  tyPe (c 'm) . By (b), wc know that (i)
holds for Cm and any intermediate m -cube chain obtained in this transforma­
tion process. Hence
UP*[(u(Qji),v(Q^y,Cin]) = UP*[(u(QtJl),v(Q^y,C 'm}).
Consider any shortest path
r 'U u (Q ^ ) ,v { Q " mY . C \ i
= p ‘ [««2»>. w(Cl); (Q’l  Q-L)\ I (wtci). MQ’L")) I
r ' l M Q ' i ? ' ) ,  v (G 'i) ; (17 ‘m ' . .... Q’D l
By the definition of X-hypercube, we know that
P l = («(C m ) « ( C l ) )  \P*[U(Q'L)> m); Q'L) I
(w((2'i,), w f G ^ 1)) \P*[M C?m]), v(C?'m+1); Q ' ^ 1} I 
( v(Q'ml) V(C?'»))
is also a shortest path from u (Q'm) to v (Q'm) in C'm * L*t
p 2 = (U (Q'm)......« (Q'lm)) I p  * [u (Q'lm). v ( Q ' ^ y ,  (Q’lm, Q 1)]
I (v(Q 'ml) v(Q'm)).
Clearly, L ^ 1) = L(P2). This implies that
(u (Q ^) ......  u(Qln)) | />’ [u<G;), v((2A+1); ( Q L  QL*1) 1 I ( v ( G r ’)......
v(QL))
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where / is an integer such that type (Gm) *  0!Pe (GA+1)- is a shortest path 
P * [“  (Qm )*v (Qm );Cm ]. This completes the proof of the claim.
Applying this claim to and C*, we know that (i) holds if (b) is true for n < 
m + 1. Then, (ii) and (iii) of (c) directly follow (a), (b) and the proof of above claim.
Part 2: (a) and (b) holds for n = k i f  (a) holds for  n < k and (c) holds for  all even m 
such thatm < k.
First, let us consider (a). Since (a) and (c) hold for all even m such that m < n , we 
only need to consider the case that u and v are in different (n -2)-dimensional sub­
cubes. By (c), it is easy to see that we only need to consider the shortest paths from « 
to v in the shortest (n-2)-cube paths from S„_2(h ) to S„_2(v). By inspection, we 
know that for any pair of Srt_2(“ ) and S„_2(v), any P*-2[Sn_2( u ), S„^2(v); G*1 (resp. 
P*n-2 tSn_2(M), s„_2(v); Q„\ ) is hybrid. Since IU^ - 2  [5„_2(«), Sn_2(v); Qn 1) * 
>. S„_2(v ); Gf])l <. 1, by (i) and (ii) of (c), we know that (a) holds.
Consider (b). Since (a) and (c) hold for all even m such that m < n , we only 
need to consider the case that u and v are in different (n -1 )-dimensional subcubes. By 
inspection, we can easily verify that for any u and v that are in the different (n -1)- 
dimensional subcubes of Q*  (resp. £>f), />*_3 [S„_3(u), S„_3(v); Q*] and 
Fn*_3 [Srt_3(« ), S„_3(v); Gifl consists of the same number of (n -3)-cubes, 
/>n’_3[5n_3(ii), Srt_3(v); G*] is hybrid if and only if /»„*_3 [S„_3(u ). S„_3(v); Gjfl is 
hybrid. Summarizing these simple facts, we know that (b) holds for n = A if if (a) 
holds for n <k  and (c) holds for all even m such that m <k.
Part 3: (a), (b) and (c) hold simultaneously.
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The proof is by induction. By inspection, we know that (a) and (b) hold for n *  2 and 
n = 3, respectively. By Part 1 we know that (c) holds for m ~ 2. Then, by Part 2, we 
know that (a) holds for n = 4, and (b) holds for n = 5. The induction is carried out by 
alternatively using (a),(b), and (c). This completes the proof of the l e m m a .
□
Lemma 3.1 is a fundamental fact regarding the length of shortest paths in Q*  and 
Qn- Suppose that for a given pair u and v all shortest m-cube paths Pm [5m( u ), 
Sm (v ); Q*] are hybrid. Lemma 3.1 implies that the problem of finding a shortest path
^  y  4
P  [u, v; Q„] can be reduced to the problem of finding a shortest path P [u' ,v '; Sm+1] 
as follows. For hybrid m-cube path Pm[Sm(u), Sm (v); Q„], let i be an integer such 
that type (S^ ) * type (S,J,+1). Then, by the proof of l e m m a  3.1,
(U« J ) ,u ( ir„ 2)..... «(si))|/», («(s;), v(s;*‘); (s i,s ;+1)] i (nsL*1). vtfi*2).... v(s;j)
is a shortest path from u to v in Q%.
SmJCO








(a) Sm o f the type X (b) Sm of the type C
Figure 8: Four (m-2)-dimensional subcubes of Sm for even m
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Let S (u ,v) be the smallest subcube of Q% (resp. ) that contains both u and v. 
We use dim (S (u ,v )) to denote the dimension of S (u ,v). We use SmJcyy where x , y e 
{0, 1}, to represent the four (m — 2)-dimensional subcubes of Sm, respectively, as 
shown in figure 8.
Lemma 3.2: For any u and v in Q*,  either all shortest m -cube paths from (u ) to 
Sm (v ) in Q*  are hybrid or all shortest m -cube paths from Sm (u ) to Sm (v) in Q * arc 
uniform.
Proof: By inspection, it is easy to verify that if n is even, then the lemma holds for m
= n and m = n - 2; and if n is odd, then the lemma holds for m — n - 1 and m = n - 3.
Now, we prove the lemma by induction. Suppose that the lemma holds for m <, k+ 2, 
where k is an even number, and consider the case that m -  k .
Let Pk [Sk (u), Sk (v ); Q*] = (Sk , Sk , ..., Sk) be any shortest k -cube from Sk(u ) 
to 5*(V ) in Q*, let Pk+2 [^t+2 (« ). Sk+l(v ); Qn] = 2 . Sk+2 . Sk+2 ) be any shortest
(Jfc+2)-cube path in Q * from Sk+ 2(w ) to 5t+2(v) in Q% with Pk[Sk(u). Sk ( v ); Q as a 
subgraph. If Pk [Sk (u). Sk (v); Q*  is not hybrid, then by the definition of Q*, we 
know that it must be that r — s and exactly one of the following conditions holds:
(i) Sk = 5 ;+2i00 for 1 £ i £ r ;
(ii) Sk = Sk+ 201 for 1 ^  i 5 r ;
(iii) Sk = Sk+ 2,io for 1 i  t <>r and all S*+2ilo have the same type;
(iv) Sk = Sk+ 2,it for 1 S i <, r and all Sk+2,u have the same type.
Let P \  lSk(u), Sk (v); Q *} = (S'k , S'k  £ '/)  be any shortest k -cube path among all
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hybrid k -cube paths from S* (u ) to S* (v ) in Q*  and let P'k+2\Sk+2(u )• $k +i(v )l Qn 1 = 
(S'*l+2 • s 'k+2 * s 'i+2) be the shortest (Jt+2)-cube path in Q*  from S*+2(m) to S*+2(v )
with P'k [S'k (u) t S'k(v ), Q*] as a subgraph. Then, none of the following conditions 
can hold:
(a) S * = S *+2,oo f°r * ^ 1 ;
(b)S'j[ = S 'U 2,oi fo r i  S i
(c) 5'* = 5 '*+^ o for 1 S i S p  and all S'k+2̂  10 have the same type;
(d) S'* = S'*+2,ii for 1 S i and all S*+2,n  have the same type.
Clearly, p  £ r . If u is in S**+2ioo or « is in S*+2,o i»tbcn since (a) and (b) do not hold, 
there must be some i such that 1 < p  and S'* and S'*+1 are in S'*+2 ■ This implies
that p > r , and P'k is not a shortest k -cube path from S* (u ) to S* (v).
If u is in S**+2,io or u is >n ^ + 2,11 • then since (c) and (d) do not hold there are 
two possibilities. The first possibility is that there exists an 1 such that S'L S S 'U i io  if 
u is in S*+2,io or S'k ^  S'*+2>i 1 for some i if u is in S*'+2, j i  • Then, there must be some
j  such that 1 £ j  <p and S '/ and S '/+1 are in S'*+2 . This implies thatp > r,  and P \  is
not a shortest k -cube path from S*(u) to S*(v). The second possibility is that not all 
S'*+2,io have the same type or not all S'*+2tll have the same type. Then, by the 
definition of Q * we know that not all S'*+2 have the same type. Since u is in S*+2 ]0 
or u is in S**+2,i i t  by (iii) and (iv) we know that all S*+2, 1 £ / £ r ,  in 
Pk [S* (« ),S*(v );G*] are of the same type. If p  -  r , then we have two shortest k -cube 
paths Pk and P\ , one is hybrid and the other is uniform, from S*(u) to S*(v) in . 
This contradicts the inductive hypothesis that the lemma holds for m = k+2.
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Therefore, p > r . Summarizing these discussions, we know that the lemma holds for 
m -  k . This completes the induction and the proof of the lemma.
□
We use d im (S (u ,v )) to denote the dimension of S ( u ,v ). The following fact 
allow us to further simplify the process of finding a shortest path from any vertex u to 
any other vertex v in Q* (resp. Qn)-
Lemma 3.3: For any two vertices u and v in Q* (resp. Q%), P ’ lu, v; / >̂ [5m(u), 
Sm (v ); S (u ,v )]] is a shortest path P * [u, v; Q%] (resp. P * [u, v; Q„] ) for any even m 
< dim (5 (u ,v )) and any P*m[£„, (u ), Sm (v ); 5 (u ,v )].
Proof: If di’m (5(« ,v )) is even, then let j  = dim (5 (u ,v )) - 2; otherwise let j  = 
dim (5 (« ,v )) - 3. Let k be the number of j  -cubes of 5 (« ,v ) in any shortest j  -cube 
path Pj[Sj  (m ), Sj (v ); 5 (u ,v )]. Clearly, k is equal to 2 or 3. Let i t '  be the number of 
j  -cube of Q% (resp. Q„) in any y-cubc path Pj[Sj(u), 5y(v); Q *] (resp. Pj[Sj(u),  
Sj (v ); Q*]) that contains at least one y-cube not in S (u ,v ). It is easy to verify that k' 
> i t .  By lemma 3.1 (and its proof), we know that the lemma is true for m = 
dim (5 (u ,v )) - 2, if dim (S (« ,v)) is even, and for m = dim (5 (« ,v )) - 1 and m = 
dim (5 (u ,v )) - 3, if dim (5 (u ,v )) is odd.
Suppose the lemma holds for all even m values such that dim (S(u ,v )) > m > k,  
where k is an even number greater than zero, we want to prove that the lemma holds 
for m = k . Consider any shortest m -cube path, m = k +2, P^+2 [*S*+2(U)> Sk+ 2(v); 
S (u ,v )] = (Sk\ 2 , Sk+ 2 ,.... S U  )• Let u j = u , and be the vertex in s ; +2 that is con­
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nected with for 1 < i S r ;  and let vr = v , and Vj_, be the vertex in S*“2 that is 
connected with v, for 1 < i i r .  There are three cases that need to be considered.
Case 1: r -  1 or r =2 and type (Sk+2 ) * type(S?+2).
If r = 1, then either Sk(u ) = 5* (v) or all Pk [5* («), Sk (v ); 5 (« ,v )] are hybrid. If r = 2 
and type (Sk+2) * tyP€ (Sk+2 )- then all Pk[Sk (u ), Sk (v); 5 (u ,v )] are either hybrid or 
uniform. By lemma 3.1, we know that for any of these possibilities this lemma holds.
Case 2: All S{+2 ° f  p k+ 2 f s k+l(u )> $k+i(v )>' $ (u *v V are ° f the same WP6- 
By the definition of a X-hypercube and the assumption that all S{+2 ° f  Pk +2 +2(u )• 
Sk+2( v ); S (u ,v )] are of the same type, we know that (u 1( u 2, .... ur ) | P* [ur , vr ; Sk+2 ] 
must be a shortest path P* [n lt vr ; (Sk+2 . Sk+2 » • ». Sk+2)]. and by case 1, we know 
that P * \ur ,vr ; Pk[Sk (ur ), Sk (vr ); Sk+2 ]] is a shortest path P* [ur , vr \ Sk+2]. It is easy 
to verify that Pk [Sk(ur ), Sk (vr ); Sk+2 11 is hybrid if and only if any k -cube path from 
^ ( a i )  to Sk(vr ) in (5kV2, Sk+2» ■ ■■> Sk+2 ) *s hybrid. Hence, the jfc-cube path P \  =
(S*(«,). S*(M2)......5t («r ) ) I P*k[Sk(ur ). S*(vr ); 5 ;+2] must be a shortest Jfc-cube path
from -S*(ui) to Sk(vr ) in (Sk+2, Sk+2 Sk+2), since otherwise (u lt u 2  ur ) |
P*[ur ,vr ; Pk [Sk (ur ), Sk(vr ); Sk+2]] is not a shortest path from u x to vr in (Sk+2,
Sk+2 Sk+2).
Case 3: Pk+2{Sk+2( u ), Sk+2<v )• S(u,v)J is a hybrid (k +2)-cube path.
 ̂ ^
First, let us consider a special case Pk +2 )* Sk+2(v ); S (u ,v )] -  (Sk+ 2. Sk+2, ...,
Sk+2) such that type(Pk+2) = X r~lC or C r~]X .  By the proof of lemma 3.1, (u t, u 2, 
... ur_! | P*[ur_x, vr ; ( S & ,  Sk+2)} is a P*[u, v; P!+2[St+2(u)t 5*+2(v); 5(« ,v)]].
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By case 1 and arguments similar to case 2, we know that there exists a P * [u, v; 
S(u ,v)] in (£*(«]), Sk(u2) , .... S*(«r ) ) | Pk [Sk (ur_j), S*(v,); ( S ^  , S*+2)]. which is a 
P* [u, v; Pk [Sk (u), S*(v); S(«,v)]]. The proof for arbitrary hybrid (jt+2)-cube paths 
Pk+2 )* S*+2(v )- $ (U ,V )] = (Sk+2 . Sk+2, .... Sk+2) can be reduced to the above
special case as follows. Let t be an index such that subcubc S*+2 an(J Sk of Pk +1 
have different types. Then by the argument for the special case, we know that there
exists a P* [u, v; S(u,v)] in (S4(u ,)t Sk(u2)......$*(«,-)) I Pk IS* («,-). 5*(v,+]); <5*+2 .
5i+2)J I s k(vi-t-2>>s k(vi+i)’ -JSk (vr ), which is a Pk [Sk (u), Sk (v)-y S(u,v)]. This com­
pletes the proof of lemma 3.3.
□
Lemma 3,3 allows us to reduce the problem of finding P* [u, v; Q*\  to the prob­
lem of recursively finding a shortest m-cube path P^[S„,(u), Sm(v); Q%\ in decreas­
ing order of even m ’s. Such a problem can be then further reduced to the basic prob­
lem of finding a shortest m-cube path P^[ u. v; Q%+21 P^[u , v ; Q%+2 ], P*m[u, v; 
Qm+ 3 J* ^  Pm tu* v* Qm+ 3 ]• F°r tw0 adjacent m -cubes, 5^ and S j  of different types
y  1 "1
in Qn (or Qn ), where m is an even number less than n , (5^, ) is isomorphic to
y  ^  i a
Qm+\ and Qm+\ . Thus, we can treat (5„, S„)  as a generalized (m+l)-dimensional 
subcube of Q*  (resp. Q^)  Consider the source vertex j  and destination vertex d . We 
define the k -dimensional generalized subcube S '(s ,d )  of Q*  as follows. If Sk(s) = 
Sk(d ), then S '(s ,d )  = Sk ( j ); if and 5t _j(d) are adjacent, then S '(s ,d )  ~
(Sk- l( s ), Sk_l(d)), which is a subgraph of Q*  induced by vertices of Sk_l(s) and
V
Sk_i(d); otherwise, the it-dimensional generalized subcube S '(s ,d )  of Qn does not
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exist. This notion of S'(s ,d ) is useful in the following shortest path algorithm, which 
finds a shortest path by recursively finding shortest subcube paths in the smallest 
S'(s ,d).
Algorithm PATH_l(s ,d ,n )
p , - p 2 -  0 ;
k :=n;S-(sM)=QH',  
repeat
while 5 and d  are in the same (it—l)-cube S*_j of S'{s ,d ) do 
S ' ( s 4 )  :=Sk_l; k  :=*-1; 
endwhile
if k = 1 then := P l ( (s, d) | P 2 and stop 
if it is a positive even number then m := k -2 else m := k -3; 
find a shortest m -cube path P^  [Sm (s), Sm (d); S'(s ,d )]; 
case
:m = 0:
P * := P l \ Pm I P 2* ®f°P- 
:PmlSm(sh Sm(d); S'(s 4  )J = <Sj,t S*)  and (type(P^) = XX  or 
type (P^)  = CC): 
s' := the vertex in S*  that is connected to vertex s ;
P l : = ( s S ) \ P 1, 
s := s ' ; S' (s ,d ) := 5^ ; k := m ; 
if s = d  then P* : = P \ \ P ^  stop;
■ K fS mJs), Sm(d); S'(s  4 )1  = <s£, S*)  and (type(P*m) = XC or 
type (Pm) = C X ):
S ' ( s 4 )  := P^;k  := m + 1;
if s = d  then P * := P , | P 2; stop;
:P*JSM(s),Sm( d ) ; S ' ( s 4 )] = (S^, S*,  S*)  and (type(P^)  = XXC or 
type(P'm) = CCX o r type(P*m) = XCX or type(P'm) = CXC): 
s' := the vertex in S£  that is connected to vertex s 
P l : = ( s y ) \ P u S  : = s ' ; S ' ( s 4 )  - (S £ ,S * ) - , k  :=m  + 1; 
i f f  = d  then/* := P l | P 2, stop;
:P^fSm(s), Sm(d); S ' ( s 4 ) J  = (S^, Sm2, S*)  and type(P'm) = CXX or 
type (P^)= X C C ):  
d  := the vertex in S*  that is connected to vertex d 
p 2 = p 2 \ ( d 4 );
d := rf ';S '(5 ,d ):= (S „J ,S m2);*  := m + 1; 





Theorem 3.1: A shortest path from any vertex s to any vertex d  in Q*  can be com­
puted in 0 ( n ) time.
Proof: In the algorithm, S' (s ,d) is treated as an it -dimensional subcube of Q*. When 
the "subcube" S' (r ,d ) in the algorithm is of even dimension k ,  then S'(s  ,d) is indeed 
a real subcube of but when S ' ( s ,d ) in the algorithm is of odd dimension k , then 
S'(s  yd ) is composed of two (k -1 )-dimensional subcube of Q*, but not necessarily a 
real k -dimensional subcube of Q„ . However, S'(s  ,d ) is isomorphic to Q*  or Q^.  This 
difference is not important in finding a shortest m -cube path in S'(s ,d). The correct­
ness of the algorithm can be directly observed using lemma 3.1 and lemma 3.2. We 
may construct two tables that can be used for finding shortest m -cube paths, one for 
even k and the other for odd k . It is important to note that m = k —2 if k is even, and 
m = k —3 if k is odd. Clearly, these two tables can be constructed using k = 2 and k = 
3, respectively. Each table contains a shortest m-cube paths for each of all possible 
Sm(.s) and Sm(d)  combinations, and the types of the m-cube on the path. Clearly, 
each table has no more than a constant number of entries and each entry contains a 
constant number of fields. Therefore, finding a shortest m -cube path between two m - 
dimensional subcube of Q*  in S'(s ,d ) in each iteration can be done in constant time. 
Since the total number of iterations of the repeat-loop and the while-loop is n , the 
total time of this algorithm is O (n ).
□
Algorithm PATH I computes a shortest path from s to d  in optimal time. How­
ever, the vertices on the path are not generated in strict linear order. Furthermore, the
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implementation of this algorithm is tedious. By applying this algorithm at most 
r(n+l)/2] times, we can construct a shortest path from s to d  in strict linear order in 
O (n 2) time. In what follows, we present an algorithm which also computes a shortest 
path from s to d  in 0 ( n 2) time. This algorithm is much simpler and faster, consider­
ing the constant factor of its complexity. Consider an m -dimensional subcube Sm of 
Qn (Cn7)- where m is an even number. We use SmAy, where jc, y  e  {0, 1), to 
represent the four (m -2)-dimensional subcubes of Sm, respectively, as shown in figure 
8. For the subcube Sm(u), these four (m—2)-dimensional subcubes are Sm oo(u >. 
*Sm.oi(w). ^m,oi(w) ^ d  Sm 01(u ), and only one of them contains u. For an m-cube
chain Cm = (Q^,Qm and the vertices u in QJ  and v in Q^,, we use 5 * (« ) and
S*(v) to denote the Jfc-cube in QnJ and Q rm that contains u and v, respectively. The
following lemma is useful in obtaining additional properties of X-hypercube stated in 
lemma 3.4 and lemma 3.5.
Lem ma 3.4: Given any m -cube chain Cm = (Q^Qm->-^Qm) su°h (hat r £ 2, for any u 
and v, which are m-bit binary labels, there exists a shortest path P* [u(Q„J), v(C ^);
Cm] =  ( u(Q^) ,u (Q2) ) \ P * [ u ( Q 2) M Q M Q m  Q M  i f  for ^  evcn  * such 2  s
k £ m none of the following two conditions holds:
(1) type (S^(u )) = X  and type (S*(v)) = C , u is in (u ) and v is in
5*jo (v);
(2) type (S*(u)) = C and type (S*(v» = X , u is in ) and v is in
S* V v ) .
Proof: The proof is by induction. For m = 2, the lemma obvious holds. Suppose that
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the lemma holds for m = 2i T 1 <, i  <1 j , consider the case when m = 2(i+ l), i.e. any
2(/+l)-cube chain C^i+i) ~ (0 2 1(i+i)*0 2 ( i+ i)f* 0 2 (i+i))* ^  0 fPe (Q2(i+i)(w)) = 
(GS(*+i)Cv ))' by lemma 3.1 we know that the lemma holds. Consider the case 
that type (02(i+i) (u )) * tyPe (02(i+i) (v ))• By lemma 3.2, we know that
P  [“ ( 0  2(»+l) )>v (02(i+l) )*̂ >2i[021| (u ) -0 2 i (v )>^2((+l)ll
is a shortest path from «v0 2 o+i)) to v (0 2 ((+i)) *n C 2(1+1), where 
P 2i [02<(^ )>0S»(V 2(i+i>] ^  any shonest 2 /-cube path from G i ( u )  to 0  2l(v) in
C 2fi+1>- If (1) and (2) do not hold, then it is easy to verify that
p  = ( 021  (U ) ,0 1  (U ) )  I P * 2i [ Q I  (u ) ,0 Si (V ) ; ( 0  l i + ! )  0  2( i+ 1) ) ]
is a shortest 2t-cube path from 02 i(u ) to Q j i iy )  in C ^+ i). By lemma 3.2,
L (/* * [u (0  2i ),v (0 2 /);/* ]) =£-(/** [u(0 2((+])» v (0 2 (<+1)); C 2(i+i)D- 
By the induction hypothesis,
^ (^ *  [«(021<).v (02i);/> 1) = ^ (^ * tM (0 2 i) .u (0 ^ ) |/>*[“ (0 ^ ).v (0 2 i);(0 2 ,,-  ,02<))]>- 
This completes the induction and the proof of the lemma.
□
Lemma 3.5: For any two distinct vertices u and v of Q*, if there exists a positive 
even m < dim (5 (u ,v)) such that
(1) type (Sm( u )) = X  and type(Sm( v )) = C ,  u is in 5m^ ( u )  and v is in 
Sm^ ( v ) ;o r
(2) type(Sm(u)) = C and type(Sm(v)) = X ,  u is in Smjcy(u) and v is in
let m be the smallest such m . If (1) holds for m , then there exists a shortest path P
~  ( “  ,xy ))*  “  ( S m * JEy <U > »  I P  * ( U ^  ) ) ) •  S  <U -V )1 - I f  <2 > h o l d s  f o r  m  * -
then there exists a shortest path P * = (« (Sm* ̂  («)), u (5m* ̂ ( u ))) | P  * [« (5m- —{u ))), 
v; S (u ,v)].
Proof: Let Pm. = (S j. ,  5^* ), where S -  5m*(u) and = Sm*(v), be any
shortest m*-cube path from Sm-(u ) to 5^,'Cv) in S(u ,v). If (I) holds for m*, then 
( 5 ^ -^ ,  Sm-jq, jcy is a shortest (m-2 )-cube path from Sm-_2(u) to
Sm*_2(v) in £ (u ,v ). Since (I) and (2) do not hold for m smaller than m * , by lemma 
3.3 we know that
l“ ^ > ) . « ( ^ * » I P , [ « ( S i > ) . v ( S ; . A ) ; ( S „ ^ .......
is a shortest path from u to v. Similar arguments can be applied to the case that (2) 
holds for m * .
Lemma 3.6: Let dim (S (u ,v )) = k . For any two distinct vertices u and v of Q%, let 
dim{S (u.v)) = k . If none of conditions (1) and (2) given in lemma 3.4 holds for any 
even m such that 2 5  m <. k ,  then if k is odd, (« , u(S*_t(v)) | P* {«(S*_j(v)), v; 
S*_i(v)} is a shortest path from u to v in Q*, and if k is even, (u , u(S 'k_2)) | 
P* [u (S \_ 2), v); Sjfc_i(v)] is a shortest path from u to v in Q%, where S'k_2 *s 
(k -2)-dimensional subcube of S( u, v )  that is adjacent to Sk_2( u ).
Proof: This lemma directly follows from lemma 3.3. The case that k is odd
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corresponds to the special case of r = 2 in lemma 3.3, and the case that k is even 
corresponds to the special cases of r = 2 or 3 in lemma 3.3, depending on the length 
of shortest ( k - 2 )-cube path from 2(u ) to ^k - i (v ) in 5 (m ,v ).
□
Combining lemma 3.6 and definition 2.2, we have the following shortest path 
algorithm.
Algorithm PATH_2(s ,d,n)
P * :=  0; 
whiles * d  do
compute the prefix states of s and d ;
let I and r be the index of the leftmost and rightmost distinct bit of s 
and d,  respectively; 
flag := false;
if r is odd then m* := r  + 1 else m * := r; 
while m * < / - 1 and flag = false do
if prcfix(n,s;m ) * prefix(n,d;m*) and sm*sm»_x * dm-dm~_j 
and s -  * d *fr%
then begin
/»* := (s, s„ ...sm-+ldm-dm- ^ s m._2 . . . s l) \P * \
s .= s„ ... sm' +ldm*dm-_^sm ~_2 ... s t; 
flag := true;
end
e lsem* := m* +2; 
endwhile 
if flag = false then 
begin
P m :=(st sn ... J/+id/S/_i ... J i ) | f >*; 




Theorem 3.3: Algorithm PATH_2 computes a shortest path from any vertex .v to any 
vertex d  in an n -dimensional X-hypercube Q*  in linear order in O (n2) time.
Proof: The correctness of algorithm PATH_2 can be easily derived from lemma 3.4,
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lemma 3.5, and the new definition of a X-hypcrcube. The time complexity of 
PATH 2 can be verified as follows. Using finite-state automata An , prefix(n,s;m *) 
and prefix(n,d;m*) can be computed in Q( n)  time. Let P * = (s = u lt u 2>.... ur = d)  
be the path computed by the algorithm. Clearly, u , is vertex s and ur is vertex d . 
Since m( is computed from and the diameter of Q* is \{n +l)/2], the while-loop 
iterates at most f(n+l)/2| times. In each iteration of the while-\oop, 0 ( n ) time is 
sufficient for computing the next vertex in the path. Therefore, the total time of algo­
rithm PATH_2 is O (n 2).
□
3.3. Summary
We presented two shortest path algorithms, PAT H I  and P A T H2 ,  for X-
y
hypercube Qn . PATH_I computes a shortest path in non-linear order in O (n ) time. 
This algorithm can be used for centralized control of circuit switching, which estab­
lishes the connection between a source processor and a destination processor before 
actual data communication starts. For packet switching networks, each processor can 
have a copy of PATH_2t which can be used to find the next processor on the shortest 
path in 0  (rt) time, so that the total data communication time between two processors 
is O ( n 2). Both algorithms can be implemented in constant space. It remains as an 
open problem whether or not a shortest path between any two vertices in can be 
computed in O (n ) time and constant space.
Chapter 4 
Average Distance between Vertices 
in a X-Hypercube
4.1. Introduction
The average distance between vertices of a network is an important factor in 
evaluating the data communication performance of the network. While the diameter 
of a network reflects the worst case data communication performance, the average dis­
tance between vertices characterizes the average case performance. In this chapter, we 
show that the average distance between vertices in Q*  is about 13/16 of the average 
distance between vertices in Qn . This indicates that the data communication perfor­
mance of X-hypercube systems is better than that of conventional hypercube in both 
the worst and average cases. It is known that the twisted cube, the X-hypcrcube and 
the multiply-twisted cube are isomorphic for n ^  3. Comparing our results with the 
average vertex distance of the multiply-twisted cube and the twisted cube given in 
[YZ91] and [AP89] respectively, we prove that they are not isomorphic to each other 
for n > 3.
4.2. Average Distance
The distance between two vertices u and v in a connected undirected graph is 
the length of the shortest path from a to b . For two vertices u and v in a subgraph G
y
of Qnt let D (u ,  v , G ) denote the distance between u and v in G . The average dis­
tance between vertices in Q*  is equal to the sum of D (u ,v ,Q*) over all pairs of dis- 
tinct vertices divided by the number of such pairs. Given any vertex u in Q„ , we can
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assign each vertex v in Q *  a new n -bit binary label v' such that the new labels o f all
vertices satisfy the definition of Q*  and the new label u ' o f u is 00..0 (see [KZ91-3]).
Therefore, the average distance between vertices in Q *  is equal to the sum of
D (OO..OM,Qn) over all n -bit binary strings b  such that b *  0 0 . . 0  divided by the




Figure 9: Partition o f Q *  for even n
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Lemma 4.1: For all even n greater than 2, T (n )  = 2" + 13 * (n -2 ) * 2(n_5); for all
odd n greater than 3, T ( n ) = 11 * 2("_3) + 13 * (n-3) * 2(" _5).
Proof: First, let us evaluate T ( n ) for all even n ’s. If n is greater than 4, then Q* can 
be partitioned into four (n -2)-dimensional subcubes S„_2(0 0 ), S„_2(01), S„_2(10), and 
Sn_2( 11), where Sn_2( i j ) is the subgraph of Q* induced by the vertices bnbn_j ■ b ] 
such that bnbn_i = ij.  Similarly, each of these subcubes can be partitioned into four 
(n —>4)-dimensionaI subcubes. For example, S„_2(0 0 ) is partitioned into S„_4(0 0 0 0 ), 
S„_4(0 0 0 1 ), Sn^(0010), and Srt^(0011). These partitions are shown in figure 9. 
Clearly,
T (n )  = X  D(00...0,h,<2*)+ Z  Z>(00...0,*.Q*) +
fce5.,(00) beSml(0\)
Z  D(Q()...Q,b ,Q*) + Z  D{OQ...OJ>,Q?).
beS 'd  10) beS.-* 11)
This equation has four terms. We analyze these terms separately. First, it is obvious 
that
Z  D(00...0,btQ?)= Z  & (00...0J? ,QH-2  ) ~ T ( n  —2 ).
beS.-ii 00) beQti
For the second term, we have
Z  D(00...0,b,Q?)= Z  D(QO...OJ>tQ?) +
beS.^i 01) t-cS.̂ (OlOO)




By observation, we identify the following shortest (n-4)-cube paths from S„_4(0 ()0 0 )
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to
S„^t(0100), S„_4 (0 1 0 1 ), 5n^ (0 1 10), andS„^,(011 1 ), respectively:
P„% = (S„^(0000),S„^(0100)),
P„U  = (5n^ (0 0 0 0 )^ ^ (0 1 0 0 ),5 ^ (0 1 0 1 )) ,
Pn-A ~ ( 5 „ ^ (0 0 0 0 )^ ^ (0 0 1 0 )^ ^ (0 1 1 0 )), and
P„3̂  = (Sn^ ( 0 0 0 0 ) , s n^ ( 0 l 0 0 ),5 n 4(0 1 11)).
Furthermore, it is easy to see that
type (/>„%) = X X , 
type ( P ^  ) = X X C , 
type {Pn-4 ) = X X C , and 
type(Pn3̂ ) = X C X .
By lemma 3.3 and lemma 3.6, we know that for any vertex b in S„_4(0 1 0 0 ), 
there exists a shortest path from vertex 0 0 . . . 0  to b such that
P * [00...0^ -QZ] = />* [00...0,6 ;P„% J
= (00...0, 010...0) I P* 1010...0,* ;S„^,(0100)J.
Thus,
X  D (000...0^>,Qn) = 2n~* + X  0<OlOO...O,f>„S„_2(Ol)).
beS .^O lO O ) b e  5.^(0100)
By lemma 3.3 and lemma 3.6 again, we know that for any vertex b in 5 „_4(0 1 0 1 ), 
there exists a shortest path from vertex 0 0 . . . 0  to b such that
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P * [00...0.& ;<2*] = P* [00...0^ \ P ^  J
= (00...0, 010...0) I P * (010...0,6 ;(5n^(0100),5n^,(0101))] 
= (00...0, 010...0) | P* [010..XM> ;Sn_2(01)].
Therefore,
Z  D(000...0,*,G^) = 2"“4 + £  D (0100...0,£> ,S„_2(01)).
b e  S.  .,(0101) b e S,  .,(0101)
Similarly, considering shortest paths from 00...0 to all vertices b in S„_4(l 1) in sub­
graph Prt3_4 ,
we have
Z  D (000...0,b ,Q%) = 2n~* + X  (0100...0,6,5„_2(01)).
beS„ 4(0111) f> e5 ,.,(0111)
Comparing P 2_4  with the (n—4)-cube path S„_4(0 1 0 0 ),Srt^((0 1 1 1)^S„_4(0 1 10)), which 
is the shortest (n—4)-cube path from (S„_4(0 1 0 0 ) to S„^(0110) in S„_2(01), we know 
that
Z  D (000...0 ,£ ,Q„) = Z  D(Q\00...0 ,bJn_2(0\)).
*€ 5 ,^ (0 1 1 0 ) *65 .^ (0 1 1 0 )
Then,
Z  D(0O...0ib,QX) = 3*2n^ +  Z  0 (010 ... 0 ^ ^ n_2(01)) +
(>e5,_i(01) feeS.^OlOO)
Z  D(0I0...0,6 ,S„_2(01)) +
t» 6 5 .j(0 1 0 l)
Z  0(010...0,6,S„_2(01)) +
f f€ 5 ,^ (0 1 10)
Z  0 (010 ...0 ,6 ,S^2(01)).
b e S m .,{0111)
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Since
X D(010...0,6,S,t_2(01)) = X D(CQ...0J>,Q*-2),
b e S . ^ O l i j )  b «  Q !-i
i J e f O . l f
we have
X  D (0 0 ...0 ,6 ,e* ) = 3+2" ~ 4 + T (/i—2 ).
t>eS.-i(01)
The analysis of the third term is similar to that for the second term, since 
S„_2(10) and £„_2(0 1 ) are symmetric with respect to vertex 00...0. Hence,
X D (00...0,6  ,Q*) = 3*2n~4 + T { n - 2).
b t S ,  j(10)
Now, consider the last term X  D (00...0,6 ,Q*). Clearly,
b e S . - t d l )
X  D (0 0 ...0 ,6 ,0 *) = X  £>(OO...O,6 ,0 *) +
fc€S._(1100)
X D (00...0,6 ,0*) + X D (00...0,6,0*) +
feeS.^CUOI) f c e S .^ l l lO )
X D (00... 0,6 ,0*).
*€ 5.^(1 111)
By observation, we identify the following shortest (n -4)-cube paths from S„_4 (0 0 0 0 ) 
to S„_4 (l 1 0 0 ), S„_4(l 1 0 1 ), Sn_4 (l 1 1 0 ), and _*( 1 1 1 1 ), respectively:
P™4 = (5 ^ (0 0 0 0 ),Sn . 4 (0 1 0 0 ),S „^ ( 1 1 0 0 )),
P !U  = (S„^,(0000).5rt ,4 (01 0 0 ) , _4 ( 110 0 )^ „ ^ (  1 101)),
Pi%  = (5 ^ (0 0 0 0 ) ,5n^(0100),S„^(l 1 0 0 ) ^ n^ ( l  1 1 0 )), and 
P fU  = (Sn^(0000),Sn^(0100),Sn^(01 l D A ^ d l  11)).
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Furthermore,
type (P™4 )= X X X ,  
type ) = XXX C , 
type (Pn°4 ) = XXX C , and 
type ( P ^ ) ^ X X C X .
By lemma 3.3 and lemma 3.6, and using arguments similar to that for the second term, 
we know that
X  D (0 0 0 ...0 ,6  ,(?*) = 2 *2" ^  + X  D ( 1 1 0 0 ...0 ,6 ,Srt_2( ll) ) ,
fceS .^ llO O ) *€5 .^(1100)
X  D (000...0,6 ,Qn) ~ 2*2n~4 + X  D (1100...0,6,S„_2(11)), 
A e S .^ d lO l)  *€5 .^(1101)
X  D(000...0,b,Q%) = 2*2n^  + X  £>(1100...0,6,S,1_2(11)).
l> e V * d l l0 )  b e S .^ ( l l lO )
and
X  D(000...0,6,£?*) = 2*~4 + X  £>(1100...0,6,Sn_2(ll)) .
A e S .^ d  111) A e S .^ d l l l )
Therefore,
X  D (00.,,0,b tQ*) = 7*2'*~4 + X  £>(H0...0,6,Sn_2( l!))  
b * S m ,(11) A e 5 .-2 d l)
= 7*2"^+ X  £> (110...0,6,S„_2(11))
* e 5 , . j ( l l )
_ 7*2«'4 + ^  p  (0 0 ...0 , 6  ,Qn-2)
b*Ql. 1 
= 7*2n ~ 4 + 7" (n - 2 ).
Summing up all four terms, we have
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T(n  ) = 4*T(n—2}+13* 2“~4.
We can solve this recurrence relation by replacement using the initial condition, 
T(2)=4, as follows.
T{n)  =  4 * T (n -2 )+ n * 2 n^.
= 4*(4*T(n-4) + 13*2“-6) + 13*2“^
= 42*T(n-4)+4*13*2“_6 + 13*2"^
= 43*T(n-6) + 42* 13*2" " 8 +4*13*2n_6 + 13*2"^
= 44 *T(n-8) + 43*13*2"-10 + 42*13* 2n ' 8 + 4*13*2““6 
+ 13*2“~4
ft /2 — 2
= 4{" “2y2*T(2) + £  4‘ *13*2"-2*“4
i =o
»/2 - 2  , ,
= 4" + 2} 4* *13*2“
< =0
n f l  — 2
= 2“ + 2  22' *13*2"_21-4
< =o
n a - l
= 2" + 13* X  2"
i = 0
= 2 “ + 13*(n/2 - l ) ^ ”"4)
= 2" + 13*(n-2)*(2“~5)
Therefore, we obtain following closed form of the above recurrence relation for even 
n and n >2.
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T{n)  = 2” + 13 * (n-2) * 2{n~5)
Using lemma 3.3, lemma 3.6 and similar analysis, we obtain the following 
recurrence relation for odd n and n > 3 .
T (n )  = 2*T (n -l)+ 3*  2n~3.
We can solve this recurrence relation by replacement, using the initial condition T i 2) 
= 4 as follows:
T (n) = 2*7’(n -l)+ 3 * 2 ',~3.
= 2*(4*T(n-3) + 13*2',“5) + 3*2n “ 3
= 23 *T(n-3) + 13*2"-4 + 3*2" “ 3
= 25*T(n-5) + 13*2rt^4 + 13*2"^ + 3*2” “ 3
= 27*T(n-7) + 13*2"~4 + 13*2”^  + 13*2"“* + 3*2' i “ 3
( H - 1 V 2 - 1
= 2"~2*T(2) + £  13* 2 " ^  + 3*2" “ 3
i = 1
(n - I V 2 - l
= 2" + £  13*2 + 3 *2 " -3
i = 1
= 2” + ((n-1 )12 - 1)*13*2”^  + 3*2” “ 3 
= 232" - 3  + 3*2” ' 3 + 13*(n-3)*2”“5 
-  11*2” “ 3 + 13*(n-3)*2” -5
Therefore, we obtain following closed form of the above recurrence relation for odd n
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and n > 3.
T (n )=  11 * 2 (,,“3)+ 13* (n-3) *2<"’5)
This completes the proof.
□
Let Da," ( n ) denote the average distance between vertices in Q*. Since Dmt (n ) 
= T (n  ) /  (2" - 1 ), we have following conclusion:
Theorem  4.1: For a n -dimensional X-hypercube if n is even, then 
£ « , ( « ) '  13(n-2)/32 +(13n + 6)/(32(2" - 1)) + 1;
if n is odd, then
0 ^ ( n ) =  13(n-3)/32 +(13n + 5)/(32(2rt - 1)) + 11/8.
□
4.3. Sum m ary
Our analysis shows that the average distance between vertices in a X-hypercube 
Q„ is about (13/32)n , which is 13/16 of the average distance between vertices in a 
conventional hypercube Qn . Even though the reduction in average intervertex distance 
is not as striking as the reduction in the diameter, this indicates that the average data 
communication performance of a X-hypercube network Q *  is better than that o f a 
conventional hypercube Qn . In [YZ91], it is shown that the average distance between 
vertices in a n -dimensional multiply-twisted cube, denoted by is about (3/8)«. 
According to the investigation in [AP89], the average distance between vertices in n -
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dimensional twisted cube is about (6 / 8 )/*. Our result constitutes a proof that all of 
these three modified hypercubes are not isomorphic to each other.
Chapter 5 
SIMD Data Communication Algorithms 
for a X-Hypercube
5.1. Introduction
In most problems that we wish to solve with multicomputer systems, it is 
required for processors to be able to communicate among themselves during execution 
in order to exchange data or intermediate results. The fundamental issues for data 
communication are considered to be a routing (one-to-one or many-to-many), broad­
casting (one-to-many) and census function (many-to-one). In this chapter, we explore 
the effectiveness of a X-hypercube network for parallel computing by considering the 
one-to-one, one-to-many and many-to-one interprocessor communication problems. 
We present SIMD parallel data broadcasting and census algorithms for a X-hypercube 
network. In fact, the major drawback of the X-hypercube is the inherent difficulties in 
the routing scheme due to its complicated topology. An efficient SIMD one-to-one 
routing algorithm is also presented. The many-to-many routing problem will be inves­
tigated in the next chapter.
Our results indicate that X-hypercube machines are good alternatives for hyper- 
cube machines, considering that (1) the X-hypercube Q * has the same structural com­
plexity of a conventional hypercube Qn , and consequently can be constructed with the 
same hardware cost; (2 ) the data communication cost, in general, predominates the 
computation cost for parallel algorithms running on a multicomputer system. That is, 
with little additional hardware cost, X-hypercube machines can be possibly twice as
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effective as conventional hypercube machines, when communication cost in parallel 
computing is of major concern.
5.2. Data Broadcasting Algorithms
Broadcasting is to transfer data from one processor to all other processors in a 
multicomputer system. One of the simplest broadcasting algorithms is flooding, in 
which every incoming data is sent out on every outgoing link except the one it arrived 
on. [Tan 81} While flooding always chooses the shortest path because it selects every 
possible path in parallel, it obviously generates a lot of duplicate data, i.e., a processor 
may receive the same message more than once. In order to avoid this redundancy, an 
adaptive broadcasting algorithm to base routing decision on the topology of the X- 
hypercube can be considered.
In this section, we first present a parallel flooding algorithm for broadcasting 
from P 0 to all other processors in a X-hypercube machine Q In fact, it is not trivial 
to select the links that the data arrived on without hardware support. Even though 
those links are found and incoming data is not sent through them, flooding causes pro- 
cessors in Q„ to receive a redundant data. Therefore, to simplify the algorithm, our 
parallel flooding algorithm, FLOODING , sends a incoming data through all links con­
nected to a processor. Next, we present an adaptive broadcasting algorithm by which 
each processor receives the message broadcasted from P Q exactly once. Then, we 
show how to use this algorithm to broadcast a message from an arbitrary processor Pb 
to all other processors in Q*. In our algorithm, we denote a variable or register owned 
by processor Pb by the subscript b . For example, we assume each processor Pb has a
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register Ah , which will be used to contain the message received and the message to be 
sent to a subset of its adjacent processors. The statement send Ab to Bb- , where Py  is 
an element of set Sb of Pb 's adjacent processors, transmits the content of register Ab 
to the register By of all processors in Sb in parallel. To analyze the performance of 
our parallel algorithms, wc use two metrics: computation step and
communication step . A computation step is a logical or arithmetic operation executed 
in all processor in parallel. A communication step is an operation to initiate interpro­
cessor communication. In our algorithms, the statement send is the only communica­
tion instruction.
Broadcasting from P Q by flooding can be implemented in the following algo­
rithm.
Algorithm FLOODING
for all processors Pb do in parallel
Compute Sb , the set of all adjacent processors of Pb; 
endfor
for all processors P ff do in parallel 
if b is 0  then
send Ab to Ay  such that Py  «= Sb;
endfor
forj:= 1 to f(rt+l)/2 | - l  do
for all processor Pb do in parallel
if Pb has received the message during previous step then 




Theorem 5.1: Algorithm FLOODING broadcasts a message from P 0 to all other pro­
cessors of Qn in 0 (n ) computation steps and f(n + l)/2 j communication steps. )i.ti +€ 
Proof: The correctness of algorithm FLOODING is obvious because Q* is a con­
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nected graph and its diameter is f(/i+l)/2j. The computation instruction is only to 
compute 5,. By definition 2.2.2, we can obtain Sb for each processor Ph in 0(n ) time. 
Since algorithm FLOODING executes the communication instruction, send, \{n +1 )/2] 
times, it takes f(n +1)/2| communication steps. This completes the proof.
□
Since algorithm FLOODING allows more than one processors to send the mes­
sage to a processor at any communication step, special hardware may be needed for 
each processor to choose the input from one of its adjacent processors. Also, within 
one step, two processors may send the broadcasted messages to each other. This 
requires that the processors be connected by a full-duplex link. Based on algorithm 
FLOODING, we introduce another broadcasting algorithm which restricts each pro­
cessor to receive the broadcasted message exactly once. Clearly, we need to find a 
spanning tree in the X-hypcrcube rooted at P 0 and send a message along the paths of 
the spanning tree. We use an adaptive technique by taking advantage of the topology 
of the X-hypercube to obtain paths equivalent to those in a spanning tree. To facilitate 
our presentation, we define a function RB!T(b ) as the index of the rightmost 1 of a 
« -bit binary string b.  We assume that RBIT(b)  is n+1 when bnbn_x...bx isOO...O. For 
example, RBIT(OOOIOIOO) returns 3 and RBIT{00000000) returns 9.
Algorithm ADAPBROAD 
(* computation part *) 
for all processor Pb do in parallel
Compute Sb:= [Pb> | Pb> is adjacent to Pb and RBfT (b ) >
RBITib')};
for k := 2  to n by 2  do
if the type of prefix(n,b;k) is Xe then 
case bkbk_x of
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10 : Sb :=Sb u  [Py \ b'k^  =1 and b \  =bt for
i * k - \ }; 
if bk+2bit+i >s 0 0  then 
s b :=Sb ^ j{  Py  I b ' i+ 1  = l, or b'k+2= 1 and 
b'j = bi for i * k+ 1  or i * k+ 2  
respectively};
11 : Sb ■- 0 ;  
otherwise : do nothing;
endcase
else if the type of prefix(n,b;k) is Ce then 
case bkbk_l of
iO :S fr= s A - { / V I * V i = i  };





(* communication part *) 
send A 0 to A v  such that P v  e S0; 
for i = 1 tof(n + l)/2] - 1 do
for all processor Pb do in parallel
if Pb received message during the previous step then 




Theorem 5.2: Algorithm ADAPBROAD broadcasts a message from P <j to all other 
processors of Q* in CK«) computation steps and \(n + \)f% communication steps; 
furthermore, each processor Pi receives and sends the broadcasted message at most 
once.
Proof: The proof for the correctness of algorithm ADAPBROAD can be divided into 
two parts: (1) P Q broadcasts message to all other processors, and each processor Pb, 
such that b *0, receives message exactly once, (2) each processor Pb sends message at 
most once. Algorithm ADAPBROAD also consists of computation part for computing 
the subset of Pb *s adjacent processors, and a communication part for sending the
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broadcasted message to Pb ’ s adjacent processors.
Part (1):
The computation part has two major steps. First, each processor Pb computes a 
subset of its adjacent processors, Sb = ( Py \ Py  is adjacent to Pb and KBIT (b ) > 
RBIT(b') }. Second, the for-loop rearranges the Sb ’s so that a spanning tree of Q* 
can be obtained. To prove (1), we only need to show that every processor Py  except 
P Q is an element of a unique Sb computed by algorithm ADAPBROAD. Consider the 
binary label of P y t b'n b'n_v . .b \  such that RBIT(b') = r .  In order for Py  to be 
included in Sb in the first computation step, the binary string b must satisfy one of 
two conditions in the definition 2.2, and RBFT(b) > RBIT (b ') . By definition 2.2, we 
need to check at most two bits to determine the adjacent processors. We have the fol- 
lowing four cases.
Case 1: The type of prefix (n ,b' \r ) is Cr for even r .
There must be some Pb which are adjacent to P y , such that
(br br_l,b'rb'r_l) e  ( (0 1 , 1 0 ),(1 1 ,1 0 ) ) and £>, =£'; foriV r a n d i* r - l .  
Because RBIT {b) < RBIT (b '), Py  in Case 1 can not be an element of Sb . How­
ever, the for-loop in the computation part forces the Py  to be an element of a 
unique set Sb . By observing the automata An in figure 7, we see that 
prefix (n ,b \ r ) is of type Xe for br+2br+l = 00. Since the for-loop in the computa­
tion part makes P y  to be an element of a set Sb when prefix(n,b;r) is of type Xf 
and br+2br+y = 00, even though RBIT (b ) = RBIT (b '), Py can be an element of a 
unique set Sb for br+x^b'r+x or br+ 2*^'r+2 and bt =b't for i*r+I or i*r+2.
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respectively.
Case 2: The type of prefix (n ,b' ;r+ l)  is Ce for odd r .
There must be some Pb which are adjacent to P y , such that
(br+xbr ,b'r+xb'r ) e  { (0 0 ,0 1),( 1 0 ,0 1 ), (0 0 , 1 1 ),(1 0 , 1 1 ) } and &,=£', for i> r 
and i - 1.
Because RBIT (b) > RBIT(b ' ), Py  in Case 2 can be an element of more than one 
Sb . However, the for-loop in the computation part deletes Py  from Sh if br tXbr 
= 10 and prefix(rt,b;r+l) is of type Ce , Py  is an element of a unique Sb for 
br + 1 br = 0 0  and bt =b', for i * r .
Case 3: The type of prefix (n ,b' ; r ) is not Ce for even r .
There must be some adjacent Pb, which are adjacent to P y , such that
(br br_ltb'rb'r_j ) e  { (0 0 , 1 0 ),(1 1 ,1 0 ) ) and for i* r  and i ^ r - l .
If (bkbk_xJ>'kb ' = (11,10), Py can not be an element of Sb because RBIT(b) 
< RBIT(b ' ). Therefore, Py  in case 3 is an element of a unique Sb.
Case 4: The type of prefix (n ,£>' ; r ) is not Ce for odd r .
There must be some adjacent Pb, which are adjacent to P y , such that
(br+lbr ,b'r+lb'r ) e  { (0 0 ,0 1 ),(1 1 ,0 1 ), (0 1 , 1 1),(1 0 , 1 1) } for b, =b\ for j> r + l 
and i * r .
If (br+ibr M'r+lb'r ) e  ( (11,01),(01,11) }, Py  can not be an element of Sb 
because RBIT(b)  = RBIT(b'). If (br+lbr Jb'r+ib'r ) = (10,11), Py  can not be an 
element of Pb by the for-loop. Instead, the loop makes Py  an element of Sb such
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that fr„+2=»l and b'± =bt for /* r+ 2 . Therefore, Pv  in case 4 is also an element of 
a unique Sb .
This completes the proof for part (1).
Part (2):
In the communication part, each processor Pb sends the broadcasted message 
only if it receives the message at a previous step. Therefore, it is obvious that part (2) 
is true.
(a) (2,
0 >) Q L i
(c) Q i+1
Figure 10: Q*, Q*+l and Q%+2 for odd n
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Now, we consider the complexity. The computation involved is only to compute 
Sb. By definition 2.2, we can obtain Sb for each processor Pb in O (n) time by scan- 
ning its binary label from right to left. The Sb includes all its adjacent processors Pb> 
which are not an element of any Sb« for b *b' and b *6 " and b' *b" .
The communication complexity can be proved by induction on dimension n of a 
X-hypercube. It is trivial to verify that algorithm ADAPBROAD broadcasts a message 
from P o to any other processor Py in (f(n + 1)/2 | ) communication steps by figure 1 1(a) 
for n = 3. Assume that it is true for odd dimension n in Q*.
Consider the even dimension of n+1 in figure 10(b). We have following three
cases.
Case 1.1: The processors P y 's are in Sn_ t(00) or S„_](01).
All broadcasting paths by ADAPBROAD are in the subgraph Pn-\ = (S^^OO), 
£rt_j(01)) induced by vertices of S„_i(00) and S„_i(01). By definition 2.1, we know 
that (5„_j(00), 5„_i(01)) is isomorphic to Q*  by removing its n th bit from each vertex 
label. By inductive assumption, a message can be broadcasted from P 0 to any other 
processor Py  in (f(n +1 )/2j) communication steps.
Case 1.2 : The processors P y ’s are in 10).
All broadcasting paths by ADAPBROAD are in the subgraph P„_ 1 = (^ (O O ) , 
S„_j(10)) induced by vertices of S„_i(00) and S„_i(10). By definition 2.1, we know 
that (S^fOO), S„_|(10» is isomorphic to Q% by removing its (n +l)th bit from each 
vertex label. By inductive assumption, a message can be broadcasted from P Q to any
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other processor Pb> in (f(n +1)/2|) communication steps.
Case 1.3 : The processors P y ’s are in 11).
Algorithm ADAPBROAD lets P 0 broadcast a message first to all processors in 
S„_i(1 0 ) and then they send a message directly to their corresponding processors in 
Since (S^tOO), S„_i(10)) is isomorphic to Qjj, a message can be broad­
casted from P 0 to any other processor/^* in (f(/i + I)/2|)+1 communication steps.
Therefore, we can claim that a message can be broadcasted in (f(n + l)/2| )+l commun­
ication steps. This completes the proof for even dimension.
Now consider an odd dimension of n +2 in figure 10(c). We have following four 
cases.
Case 2.1 : The processors Pb- ’s are in SrtM(000) or S ^ fO O l) or 5n_j(010) or 
Sn_,(011).
All broadcasting paths by ADAPBROAD are in the subgraph l = (5„_,(000), 
S„_i(0 0 1 ), S„_j(0 1 0 ), 5n_j(011)) induced by vertices of 5„_](000) and 5’n^,(001) and 
5n_1(010) and $„_!<() 11). Since (S^tOOO), S„_i(001) Srt_,(010), S„_j(011)) is iso­
morphic to Qn+\ by removing its (n +2 )th bit from each vertex label, we can claim 
that a message can be broadcasted from P 0 to any other processor Pb- in (f(n +1)/2|)+1 
communication steps.
Case 2.2 ; The processors P#  ’s are in 5rt_1(100) o r S ^ t lO l) .
The processor P 0 first sends a message to P 1000..0 anc* P 1 00 .0  broadcasts it to all pro­
cessors in the subgraph Pn_j = (5rt_i(000), 5B_!(101)) induced by vertices of
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S„_i(000) and S’„_1(101 >. By definition 2.1, we know that (5rt„](100), _1<10I)) is
isomorphic to Q*  by removing its (n+2 )th bit and (n + l)th bit from each vertex label. 
Therefore, a message can be broadcasted from P 0 to Pb> in (f(n +1)/2|)+1 communica­
tion steps.
Case 2.3 : The processors Pb> ’s are in S„_i( 110).
By a similar discussion to that of case 1.3, we can claim that a message can be broad­
casted from P q to Py  in (f(n + 1)/2 |) + 1  communication steps.
Case 2.4: The processors Py  ’s are in S„_i(l 11). By the exactly same reason as in case
2.2, a message can be broadcasted from P q to Pb* in (f(n+l)/2])+l communication 
steps. This completes the proof for odd dimension.
Since (T(n+l)y2 |)+ l are identical to (T(/i +1+1)/2|) or (f(n+2+l)/2|) for odd n , it is 
true that algorithm ADAPBROAD broadcasts a message from P 0 to any other proces­
sor Pb- in (f(/j +1)/2|) communication steps in Q%. This completes the proof.
□
Figure 11 shows the spanning tree of Q* and Q \  by which algorithm ADAP­
BROAD broadcasts a message. Algorithm ADAPBROAD can only broadcast a mes­
sage from Pa to ail other processors in a X-hypercube. For efficient data communica­
tion in a multicomputer system, we may need to broadcast a message from any pro­
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Figure 11: Broadcasting Path
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One way to achieve this goal is to provide a parallel algorithm which transforms 
the address of each processor Pb to a new address b' such that s’ =00...0 and all new 
addresses b' satisfy the condition in definition 2.2. Then, algorithm ADAPBROAD 
can be used to broadcast a message from Ps using the new addresses of all processors. 
In what follows, we present a parallel address transformation algorithm. In this algo* 
rithm, © denotes the exclusive-or operation of two binary strings.
procedure ADDRRELABEUNG(s) 
for all processors Pb do in parallel 
b' = b  © 
endfor
for all processors Pb do in parallel 
for k = 2 to n  by 2  do
if type of preftx(n,b;k) * type of prefix (n ,b' ;k) then 
case b'kb'k^  of
1 0 : b'kb'k_x = 1 1 ;






Theorem 5.3: Procedure ADDRRELABEUNG(s) relabels Q * , where each processor 
Pb has address b =bn bn_l ...b], to another Q*, where a processor Pb has a new 
address b'=b'nb'n_l...b'l and s' =00...0. This procedure has time complexity O(n ). 
Proof: Since algorithm ADDR RELABEUNG(s) applies a one-to-one mapping func­
tion, exclusive-or of s , to the label b of every processor Pb in first parallel for-loop 
and relabels bkbk_x to another unique b \ b 'k_̂  for even k , s and b will be transformed 
to 00...0 and other unique b'.  From now on, we use b' as the relabeled b by algorithm 
ADDR RELABELlNG(s). We only need to show that for every two adjacent proces­
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sors Pu and Pv, Pu> and P^ arc also adjacent each other. In order for Pu> and Pv- to be 
adjacent each other, u' and v' must satisfy definition 2.2. Assume d  is the position of 
first differing bit between the labels of two adjacent processors. By definition 2.2, we 
need to check two bits at most to determine adjacent processor. There are two cases.
Case 1: The type of prefix(n,u;d) is identical to the type of prefix (n ;d ).
In this case, only the exclusive-or function of s is applied to both label u and v . We 
have the following two subcases.
Subcase 1.1: The type of prefix(n,u;d) is Ce .
Since u and v are adjacent, udud_i= vd vd_l and for i* d  and i * d - 1.
Because the exclusive-or is a one-to-one mapping function, u'du'd_j= v'd v'd^  
and u'j=v't for i* d  and i* d - \ .  Two vertices /  and v' satisfy the condition 1 in 
definition 2.2. Therefore, they are adjacent to each other
Subcase 1.2: The type of prefix(n,u;d) is not Ce .
By definition 2.2, ud =vd and ui=vi for i * d . For the same reason as in subcase 
1.1, u d ~v'd and u i =v i for i* d .  Therefore, u and v' are adjacent to each other.
Case 2: The type of prefix(n,u;d) is not identical to the type of prefix (n ,u' ,d).
There are the following four subcases.
Subcase 2.1: The type of prefix(n,u;d) is Ce .
Even after applying the exclusive-or of s in the first parallel for-loop,
( (00,01),(00,11),(01,00),(01,10),(10,01),(10,I1),( 11,00), 
(11,10) ). Since prefix(n ,u' ;d) is of type Xe , u' and v' are not adjacent when
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1. { (0 0 , 1 1 ),(0 1 ,1 0 ),(1 0 ,0 1 ),(1 1 ,0 0 ) ) a n d « > v 'i  fori'*d  and
i * d \ .  Since algorithm ADDRRELABELING(s) changes b'db'd_̂  from 10 to 11 
and from 11 to 1 0 , ( u ' j ^ . i / j v ' j . , )  e  { (0 0 ,0 1 ),(0 0 , 1 0 ),(0 1 ,0 0 ),(0 1 , 1 1 ), 
(11,01),(11,10),(10,00),(10,11) } a n d u '—v'; fo r t^ d  and (* d - l . Two vertices u' 
and v' satisfy the condition 2 in definition 2.2. Therefore, u' and v are adjacent 
each other.
Subcase 2.2: The type of pref\x(n,u,d) isX e .
After the first parallel for-loop, (u'd u'd_y, v '^ v '^ ,)  e
( (00,01),(00,10),(01,00),(01,11),(10,00),(10,11),(11,01),(11,10) }. After the 
second parallel for-loop, (u'du'd_u v'dv'd„1) e  { (0 0 ,0 1 ),(0 0 ,1 1 ), (0 1 ,0 0 ),(0 1 , 1 0 ), 
(11,00),(11,10),(10,01),(10,11) }. Since prefixfn,u';d) is Ce , two vertices u and 
v' satisfy the condition 1 in definition 2.2. Therefore, they are adjacent to each 
other.
Subcase 2.3: The type of prefix(n,u;d) is C0 .
Since k must always be odd, the second for-loop is not applied. Therefore u'd * 
v'd and u t = v'; for i* d  when prcfix(n,u’ ;d) is of type T0 . Two vertices u' and 
v' satisfy the condition 2  in definition 2 .2 .
Subcase 2.4: The type of prefix(n,u;d) is T0 .
By a similar discussion to that of subcase 3, we also can claim that u' and v' are 
adjacent to each other.
We have considered all possible cases. Therefore, for any two adjacent processors Pu 
and Pv in Q *, Pu> and Pv- are adjacent to each other in Q*. This completes the proof.
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□
By the procedure ADDR RELABELING and the algorithm ADAPBROAD, the 
following generalized broadcasting algorithm can be obtained easily.
Algorithm BROADCAST(s)
Use procedure ADD RELABEUNG(s) to convert in parallel the 
address s of Ps to s' = 0  and the addresses of all other Pb to b ' ;
Use the new addresses of the processors and algorithm ADAP­
BROAD to broadcast data from P^ to the rest of processors in 
Qn
end BROADCAST
By theorem 5.2 and theorem 5.3, we directly obtain the following theorem.
Theorem  5.4: Algorithm BROADCAST broadcasts a message from any Ps to all 
other processors of Q*  in 0 (n ) computation steps and f(/i + 1)/2 | communication steps; 
furthermore processor Pb receives and sends the message broadcasted at most once.
Using the algorithm BROADCAST, we broadcast a message from any processor 
to all other processors in an n -dimensional X-hypcicube in O (n) computation steps
and f(n+l)/2| communication steps. Since the diameter of a n dimensional X-
hypercube is f(n + 1)/2 | , the complexity of our algorithm is optimal.
5.3. Census Algorithms
A census function is considered the opposite of broadcasting, i.e., it is to gather 
information about the state of network to a central location. Examples of census func­
tions are addition, multiplication, logical and, logical or, and minimum and maximum 
functions. Even though the paths for the census function are the opposite as for
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broadcasting, we find that it is not trivial to reverse the broadcasting paths back to 
obtain a census operation. In this section, we first present a simple census algorithm 
where the data transmission path is totally different from that of the broadcasting 
algorithm ADAPBROAD . Then, we introduce another census algorithm where the 
path is just the reverse of the broadcasting path. It is noticeable that the two algo­
rithms have different computation and communication steps.
Consider the problem of finding the minimum among 2" numbers distributed in 
2" processors in a n -dimensional X-hypercube, and storing the result in P 0. The func­
tion min in algorithms M IN0 finds the smaller number between given two numbers. 
We assume that every processor Pb has another register Yh to be used for storing a 
temporary value.
Algorithm MINO
for all processor Pb do in parallel
Compute Sb , a set of all adjacent processors of Pb ; 
for k := 2 to n by 2  do
send Ab to Yb- where bk -  1 ,b'k = 0 and Py  e  Sb ;
Ab := min(Ab , Yb ) for bk = 0;
send Ab to Yy where bkbk^x =01, b'kb'k_x = 00, and P y
Ab := mini Ab , Yb ) for bk bk_x = 00; 
endfor 
endfor
if n is odd then
send Ab to Yy where bn = 1 ,fr'„ = 0 and P y  e  Sb ;
Ab := min{ Ab,Y b ) for bn = 0; 
endif 
end MINO
Theorem 5.5: Algorithm MINO finds the minimum of the 2" numbers stored in the 2n 
processors of Q *  and stores the result in P 0 in 0 ( n ) computation steps and n com­
munication steps.
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Proof: First, consider the case for even n . Algorithm MINO computes a set Sb of adja­
cent processors of each processor Pb . By definition 2.2, we know that there exists a 
unique processor Pt/ among the processors in Sb such that bk = 1 and b'k = 0 or 
bk bk„ i=()l and b \ b 'k_x=OQ for even k . At the first iteration of for-loop, algorithm 
MINO computes the minima among numbers stored in Pb 's such that their binary 
addresses ft's are bnbn_x...b30 0 , bnbn_x...b30 l, bnb„_x...b31 0 , and b„bn_x...b31 1 , 
then store them in Pb 's such that b 's  are bnbn_x...b300 in parallel. At second itera­
tion, it computes the minima among numbers that are obtained at first iteration and 
stored in Pb 's of which addresses are bnbn_x...b30000, bnbn_x...b3 0100, 
bn ^ ^ ...^ lO O O , and bnbn_x...b3l 100, then store them in Pb *s of which addresses are 
6 5OOOO, Therefore, the minimum of 2" numbers stored in is guaranteed 
to be obtained at P Q after f(n + 1)/2 | iterations.
Now consider the case for odd n . The inner for-loop iterates f(n+l)/2j-l times 
and finds minima in the same way as in the case for even n . Finally the parallel for- 
loop finds two minima and store them in two processors P 000 ...0  and P 1 0 0 ,0  Obvi­
ously, the last if statement finds a minimum between them and stores it in P 000...0  
which is P 0 -
Since communication instruction, send, is executed two times for each for-loop 
iteration, it takes n communication steps. Computation needed is to compute Sb and 
min(Ab A b-)- Sb can be obtained in O{n ) computation step using definition 2.2 and 




As in the broadcasting algorithm, we may have a new census algorithm to find 
minimum and to store it in any processor Ps by using procedure 
ADDR_RELABELING(s).
Algorithm M INl(s)
Use procedure ADDR_RELABEUNG{s) to convert in parallel the 
address s of P, to s' = 0  and the addresses of all other Pi to i' ; 
Use the new addresses of processors and algorithm MINO to find 
and store minimum in P 0; 
end MINl(s)
Theorem  5.6: Algorithm MINl(s) computes the minimum of the 2" numbers stored 
in 2n processors of Q% and store the result in any processor Ps 0 ( n ) computation 
steps and n communication steps.
Proof: Directly follows theorem 5.3 and theorem 5.5.
□
The communication complexity of above census algorithms are not optimal 
whereas they have the optimal computation complexity. In a sense that communica­
tion cost dominates computation cost in parallel computing, it is desirable to achieve 
optimal communication complexity. Here, we present another census algorithm to 
achieve the optimal communication complexity although the optimal computation 
complexity is sacrificed. We assume that each processor has n registers connected to 
each of its adjacent processors so that it can receive at most n messages at each com­
munication step.
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The basic idea of this algorithm is to reverse the broadcasting path which is a 
spanning tree with height of f(n+l)/2|. The broadcasting path was constructed by 
obtaining the addresses of each node’s sons in the spanning tree of Q„. Reversing the 
broadcasting path is to find the father of each node. This can be obtained by modify­
ing the computation part of the algorithm ADAPBROAD that created broadcasting 
path. Then, every leaf sends a message to its father. If internal nodes perform compu­
tational tasks and send its results to their fathers only after receiving the messages 
from all their sons, the the minimum among the numbers stored in Q*  can obviously 
be found and stored in root which is Pq after \(n + 1)/2 | communication steps.
Algorithm MIN2 
(* part 1 *)
Compute Sb, the subset of processor Pb- adjacent to Pb by executing 
the computation part in ADAPBROAD ; 
for all processor Pb do in parallel
Compute Nb , the number of elements in Sb ; 
endfor 
(* part 2  *)
for all processor Pb do in parallel
Compute Rb := {Pb- |Py is adjacent to Pb and RB/T (b ) < 
RBIT (b' )
for k:= 2  to n by 2  do
if the type of prefix(n,b;k) isX e then 
case bkbk_i of
11 : if bk+2bk+] is 11 then
Rb := {Pb’ | 6 '*_i=0 and b', =b, for / - 1 }
-{P *  I * * - 1=0 ) ;
otherwise : do nothing; 
endcase
else if the type of prefix(ntb;k) is Ce then 
case bkbk_i of
10 : Rb := Rb [Pb'\b k+2 b *+i=00 and b , =fr( 
for i *k +2 or i *k + 1 ) ;
01.11:** : = * * - ( / V | f r ' * 6 ' * _ t “ 10);  






(* part 3 *)
for all processor Pb do in parallel 
if Nb is 0 then
send Ab to Ay  such that Py  e Rb \
endfor
fori := 1 tof(n+ l)/2j-l do
for all processor Pb do in parallel
if Pb received message at previous step then 
Nb :=Nb -U 
if Nb is 0 then
Compute the minimum among the numbers that Pb 




Theorem 5.7: Algorithm MIN2 finds the minimum of the 2* numbers stored in 2" 
processors of Q% and store the result in P 0 in CHn2) computation steps and f(n +l)/2 ( 
communication steps.
Proof: The algorithm MIN 2 consists of three parts. Part 1 computes the number of 
processors for each processor Pb to receive a message from in the census operation. 
This number N b allows a processor to be identified as a leaf processor in the broad­
casting spanning tree of Q * and it allows internal processors to know when they send 
a computational results. Part 3 is to send a message from leaf processor to root pro­
cessor. By the discussion given before algorithm, the correctness of part 1 and part 3 
is obvious.
Now we only need to prove that part 2 reverses the broadcasting path correctly. 
A processor Pb {P y ) in this algorithm is corresponding to a processor Py (Pb ) in com­
putation part of algorithm ADAPBROAD . Therefore, it can be proved by showing that
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Rb in part 2 has only one element Py  which is the same as Pb in computation part of 
algorithm ADAPBROAD . Part 2 has two major steps. First, each processor Pb com­
putes a subset of its adjacent processors Rb := [Py | Py  is adjacent to Pb and 
R B /T (b ) < RBIT{b') }. Second, the for-loop rearranges Rb 's so that it has only one 
element P y . Consider the binary label of Pb , bnbn_x...b j for RBIT(b )=r. In order for 
Py to be included in Rb in the first step of part 2, the binary string b' must satisfy the 
definition 2.2 and RBIT(b) < RBIT(b'). By the definition 2.2, we need to check at 
most two bits to determine adjacent processors. To check if Py  is the same as Pb in 
computation part of algorithm ADAPBROAD , we need to sec the proof of theorem 
5.2. We have the following four cases as in the proof of theorem 5.2.
Case 1: The type of prefix (n ,b ;r) is Ce for even r .
There must be some Py  which are adjacent to Pb , such that
(brbr-\,b'r b'r ) e  ( (10,01),(10,11) ) for bi =6", for / * r and i * r - l .
Because R B IT (b ) > RBIT (b ' ), Py  in Case 1 can not be an element of Rb . However, 
the for-loop in computation part forces the Py  to be an element of a unique set Rb . 
Since the for-loop in computation pan makes the Rb have only one element Py such 
that br+i^b 'r+i or br^ b ’r +2 and b, =b\ for i*r+l or i*r+2 respectively when 
prefix(n,b;r) is of the type Ct and br+2f>r+i = 10 even though RBfT{b) = RBlT(b'). 
This Py  is exactly same as Pb in its corresponding case of proof for theorem 5.2.
Case 2: The type of prefix (n ,£>;r+1) is Ce for odd r .
There must be some P y  which are adjacent to P y , such that
(br+]brib'r+lb'r ) e { (01,00),(01,10),(11,00),(11,10) ) for odd r and b ^b ' ,  for
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/ *r and iVr -1.
Because R B IT (b ) < RBIT (b' ), Pb- in Case 2 can be an elements of more than one Rb. 
However, the for-loop in computation part subtracts Pb> for b'r+xb'r = 10 from Rb if 
br+\br =01 or 11 and prefix(n,b;r+l) is of type Ce , Pb- is the only element of a set Rb 
for br+]br = 00 and bt - b \  for i * r . This Pb- is exactly the same as Pb in the case 2 of 
proof for theorem 5.2.
Case 3: The type of prefix {n ,b \r) is not C , for even r .
There must be some adjacent Pb-, which are adjacent to Ph- , such that 
(br br _ j Jb‘r b \  ) e  { (10,00),(10,11) } for fr; =b\ for i * r  and i * r - 1.
If (bkbk_l,b'kb'k_l) = (10,11), Pb. can not be an element of Rb because RBIT{b) > 
RBIT (b ') . Therefore, P# in case 3 is the only element of a set Rb . This P# is also the 
same as Pb in the case 3 of proof for theorem 5.2.
Case 4: The type of prefix (n ,b ; r ) is not Ce for odd r .
There must be some adjacent Pb- , which are adjacent to Pb- , such that
(br+jbr ,b'r+]b 'r ) g { (01,00),(01,11), (11,01 >,(11,10) } for bi =b'l for iVr + 1 and 
i* r .
If (br+xbr ,b'r+\b'r ) e  { (01,11),(11,01) }, Pb> can not be an element of Rb because
RBIT{b) = RBIT(b'). Therefore, P#  in case 4 is also the only element of a set Rb .
This Pb' is also the same as Pb in the case 4 of proof for theorem 5.2. This completes 
proof for the correctness of algorithm M IN .
Now consider the complexity. Obviously, part 1 and part 2 has 0 ( n ) computa­
tion complexity. The computation time in part 3 is dominated by the O{n ) time to
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compute minimum of the numbers in each processor. Since this computational task 
and send are executed f(rt + l)/2| times, MIN2 takes 0 (n 2) computation steps and 
f(n+l)/2] communication steps. This completes the proof.
□
By combining the procedure ADDRRELABELING  and the algorithm MIN2 as 
in M INI, we can claim the following theorem directly.
Theorem 5.8: The minimum of the 2n numbers stored in 2n processors of Q* can be 
computed and stored in any processor Ps using MIN2 and ADDR RELABELING in 
0 (n 2) computation steps and f(n +1)/2| communication steps.
5.4. SIMD One-to-One Routing Algorithm
The one-to-one routing is to transfer data from a source processor to any other 
destinaton processor in a shortest path. This shortest path in routing operation can be 
obtained by two shortest path algorithms, PATH_ I and PATH 2, introduced in 
chapter 3. Even though two sequential shortest path algorithms, which are the basis of 
routing algorithm, are developed in chapter 3, an optimal SIMD routing algorithm in 
X-hypercubes have remained unsolved. Most SIMD algorithms mapped on multicom­
puter system usually requires that data be distributed over the processors’ local 
memories. This data distribution can be achieved by broadcasting algorithm. Like 
other SIMD algorithms, SIMD routing algorithm can be obtained by taking advantage 
of broadcasting algorithm. The algorithm PATH I computes a shortest path for cen­
tralized control of circuit switching system in 0 ( n ) time and the algorithm PATH 2
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computes for packet switching system in 0 (n 2) time. Even though P A T H 2  has higher 
time complexity than PATH1 ,  it is much simpler and can be executed in parallel in 
optimal time. Therefore we use algorithm PATH !  to achieve a shortest path from 
source to destination.
We assume that each processor P{ has three more registers, x , , y(, and next, , in 
addition to those in PATH 2 and BROADCAST. The variable x, holds the data to be 
transferred and the y, is destination variable where the data in jc, is stored. The vari­
able nexti holds the address of processor where the data are to be sent. Routing algo­
rithm can be obtained by combining PATH_ 2 and BROADCAST as follows.
Algorithm ROUTEl(x j  ,y ,d );
Use algorithm BROADCAST to send destination address d  from source 
processor s to all other processors; 
for all processor Pb do in parallel
compute prefix(n,b;i) and prefix(n,d;i) for all i such that l£i£n; 
let I and r be the index of the leftmost and rightmost distinct bit of b 
and d , respectively; 
flagb := false;
if r is odd then m* := r + l else m * r; 
while m < 1 - 1  and ftagb = false do
if prefix(n,b;m*) * prefix(n,d;m*) and bm-bm*_x *  1
and bm- * dm- 
then begin
nextb := bn ... 
flagb ■- true;
end
•  •  ^else m := m + 2 ;
endwhile
if fiagb = false then
nextb m- - b n ... bi+ldjbi j ... b j; 
endfor 
for i = l  tof(n+l)/2|- l  do
if b is s or Pb received a message during previous step then 
send** to





We need to review the algorithm PATH_2 briefly for the correctness of algo­
rithm ROUTE 1. There exists a nested WHILE loop in PATH_2. The inner loop finds 
the next processor on the shortest path from any processor to destination processor. 
The outer loop makes the inner loop executed repeatedly until destination is obtained. 
The above algorithm first send the address of destination processor to every other pro­
cessors using the algorithm BROADCAST and every processor obtains next processor 
on the shortest path by the inner loop of the algorithm PATH_2, then send data along 
that shortest path. Obviously, algorithm ROUTE 1 performs transferring data correctly 
in 0 (n )  computation steps and 2f(n+l)/2] communication steps at worst case. Since 
algorithm ROUTE 1 hide a complicated topology of X-Hypercubes, it will be a foun­
dation of other algorithms to be introduced in next sections. Hence, we can claim the 
following theorem
Theorem  5.9: Any processor in Qjj can send a message to any other processor in 
0 ( n ) computation steps and [(n+l)/2| communication steps.
□
5,5. Summary
We present an optimal SIMD data broadcasting algorithm and two efficient 
census algorithms for the X-hypercube. The broadcasting algorithm requires no more 
than 0 (n )  computation steps and \(n +1)/2| communication steps. The census algo­
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rithm MINO has 0 (n )  computation steps and n communication steps, MIN2 has 0 (/i2) 
computation steps and [(n + l)/2| communication steps. In contrast, for a conventional 
hypercube, there exist SIMD algorithms for data broadcasting and census function tak­
ing 0 ( n ) computation steps and £2(n) communication steps. This indicates that a X- 
hypercube is always better than a conventional hypercube as far as broadcasting is 
concerned.
In the case of census function, the X-hypercube is as good as a conventional 
hypercube, at least if we use algorithm MINO. Although the census algorithm MIN2 
takes more computation steps, almost half the communication steps also indicates that 
the X-hypercube is a superior multicomputer structure in the sense that communica­
tion costs may overwhelmingly dominate the cost of parallel computing. Using our 
optimal data brodacasting algorithm, we also construct a one-to-one routing algorithm 
ROUTE 1. This algorithm, combined with ADDR RELABELING, can be used to 
transmit a message from any processor u to any other processor v in Q* in O {n ) 
computation steps and f(n +l)/2j communication steps. Compared with the shortest 
path finding algorithms given in chapter 3, this algorithm is more efficient. However, 
when the shortest path algorithms given in chapter 3 are converted to data routing 
algorithms, only the processors on the shortest path participate in the data communi­
cation process, whereas for routing a message by ROUTE1, processors not on the 
shortest path also participate the data communication. In chapter 6 , we will give a 
many-to-many data communication algorithm.
Chapter 6 
SIMD Algorithms for a X-Hypercube
6.1. Introduction
It is well known fact that all processors in multicomputer system must be able to 
communicate with each other for efficient parallel computation. The most fundamen­
tal issues in data communication are the routing, broadcasting and census functions. 
Our investigations in previous chapters indicate that the X-hypercube is superior to 
the conventional hypercube as far as the data communication is concerned. Since the 
structure of the X-hypercube is similar to a hypercube, we expect that the X- 
hypercube can solve any problem as efficiently as a hypercube. Indeed, the embedding 
results given in chapter 2 shows that the X-hypercube can be used to execute any 
hypercube algorithm with the same time complexity by simulating the hypercube 
using embedding. However, since such an embedding has dilation 2 and congestion 2, 
considerable communication overhead exists in this simulation. Our question is : for a 
given problem jc, can we design an algorithm for Q*  without using embedding simu­
lation such that it is as efficient as any algorithm for no n  Qn ?
It is important to realize that most parallel algorithms can be divided into several 
subalgorithms, each for solving a specific subproblem. For example, the data com-
V
munication algorithms for Q„ given in chapter 3 and chapter 4 can be used as subal­
gorithms for different data communication problems. We have shown that these algo­
rithms are more efficient than their counterparts for a conventional hypercube. This is 
because in designing these algorithms we have tried to fully explore the special topo­
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logical properties of a X-hypercube. To design efficient parallel algorithms for Q*, we 
may identify some fundamental computational problems which are the basis of a wide 
variety of more complicated problems. If we can obtain efficient algorithms for these 
basic problems, we can use these algorithms as building blocks to construct efficient 
algorithms for more complicated problems.
In this chapter, we consider a set of basic problems. We design SIMD parallel 
algorithms for these problems by exploring the combinatorial structure of the X- 
hypercube. Each of these algorithms takes no more communication steps than the best 
implementation of its counterpart on a conventional hypercube. In other words, in the 
design of these algorithms, simulation by embedding Qn into Q* is avoided. Our 
results show that for many problems, we can design efficient parallel algorithms for 
Q* by carefully exploring the connectivities of the X-hypercube. Combined with the 
results given in the previous chapters, these algorithms indicate that the X-hypercube 
can be superior over a conventional hypercube.
In the algorithms to follow, we assume that the processors are connected by a 
full-duplex link, i.e., two adjacent processors can simultaneously send and receive 
data from each other. All intercommunication will be established by the statement 
send. We also assume that each processor Pb has enough local memory space to han­
dle a given problem.
6.2. Many-to-Many Routing Algorithm
The many-to-many routing is to transfer data from two or more source proces­
sors to their distinct destination processors in a multicomputer system. This communi­
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cation problem is equivalent to finding many paths between processors and transmit­
ting data along these paths concurrently. It is important to note that, in general, coor­
dinating such multi-path communication is not easy. This is because if a processor Pb 
is in two or more paths, it is possible that two or more processors may attempt to send 
messages to the processor Pb at the same communication step, or a processor Pb has 
to send messages to two or more processors in order to complete all communications 
in a predetermined number of communication steps. In such a situation, we say that a 
communication conflict occurs. In what follows, we give a conflict-free, many-to- 
many routing algorithm for a class of data communication problems. As before, we 
denote a local variable owned by processor Pb using subscript b . For example, a vari­
able x  in processor Pb is xb . In each of the parallel procedures given in this chapter, a 
parameter, say x , is a vector of variables (je lt * 2— with N = 2n and where xb is a 
variable associated with processor Pb .
For the many-to-many routing problem, we assume initially that each variable 
destb contains the address of the destination processor Pb where we intend to send a 
message. If Pb does not intend to send a message to any other processor, then destb = 
nil, a special value. Consider the problem of transferring messages from Pb to P dtst> 
simultaneously for all b e  S <z N = {1,2,...,2" }. In case of an arbitrary permutation, 
the transfer can be performed in Ofrt2) steps using bitonic sorting. Consider the fol­
lowing algorithm, in which a  = (o„, an_ i s  a permutation of n={ l , 2 .....n},
destb i j ) is the j -th bit of destb . We use b H i  to denote b' such that b \  * bi and Pb> is 
connected to Pb in Q%. Each processor Pb has a buffer bufferb , which contains the 
messages Pb has received but not sent out. Note that every Pb uses the same
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permutation a  for guiding the data transmission.
Algorithm ROUTE2(x,dest,a,z)
for all processors Pb do in parallel
if destb * nil then put {xb ,destb) in bufferb; 
for j  := 1 to n do
if (x, jiesti) is in bufferb and desti (a} ) * baj then
Remove (xi ,desti) from bufferb and send it to bufferb ;/a ;
endfor
if (xb ,destb ) is in bufferb then zb :=xh; 
endfor 
end ROUTE2
In general, this algorithm may cause communication conflict. When this is the 
case, the many-to-many routing specified by permutation cr can not be completed, i.e., 
some messages may not be able to reach its destination processor. However, we can 
avoid such conflicts by handling the permutation a  technically. In section 6.4, we con­
sider several problems for which using ROUTE2 algorithm, data communication is 
conflict-free.
6.3. Parallel Computation of Prefix Sum
When a sequence of n numbers X = f°r « ^  1 is given, consider
the problem of computing all n partial sums S = .i„_ i}, where r, = x 0 + x i +
... + x, for 0 £ i <, n-1. These sums are referred to as the prefix sums of X. For exam-
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pic, assuming n =8 , x 0=2, Jt j=l,  JC2=4 , *3=6 , x 4-5 , Jt5=0, x  6=3T and x^-7 , then s 0 =2, 
5 1=3, s 2=7, ^3=13, 5 4 = 1 8 , 5 5 = 1 8 , 5 6=2 1 , and 5 7 =2 8 . The prefix sum can be used to 
solve many decision and optimization problems, for example, the knapsack problem 
and job sequencing with deadline. [ Akl89] In this chapter, we will use our prefix sum 
algorithm as a subalgorithm for the packing algorithm which will be introduced 
shortly.
Now we introduce a parallel algorithm to compute prefix sums. Each processor 
Pb has three variables, xb ,totalb , and tempb . Initially xb has the value to be computed 
for the prefix sum, and when the algorithm terminates, xb and totalb contains the par­
tial sums and total sum, respectively. That is, the total sum is computed at every pro­
cessor in addition to the partial sums.
Algorithm PREFIX(x)\
for all processor Pb do in parallel 
totalb ■= xb ; 
for i:= 1 to n do
if prefix(n,b;i) is of type Ct then
send totalb to tempi/  such that bibi_l=b'ib'i-i and bk - b \  
for k*i and k*i-l; 
else _
send totalb to tempb' such that bt =b\ and bk -b 'k for k*i; 
endif
if bi is 1 then
xb :=tempb + xb \ 
totalb := tempb + totalb ;
else






The inner for-loop iterates n times and every iteration requires constant time. 
Hence the complexity of this algorithm is 0 ( n ). The operations of PREFIX are illus­
trated in table-1 for n =3.
Table-1: Calculation of prefix sum and total sum in algorithm PREFIX
processor address 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 101 1 1 0 111
*b 2 1 4 6 5 0 3 7
total b 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
xb after 1‘*' iteration 2 3 4 1 0 5 5 3 10
totalb after 1"  iteration 3 3 1 0 1 0 5 5 1 0 1 0
xb after 2  iteration 2 3 7 13 5 5 8 15
totalb after 2nd iteration 13 13 13 13 15 15 15 15
xb after 3rd iteration 2 3 7 13 18 18 21 28
totalb after 3rd iteration 28 28 28 28 N> 00 28 28 28
6.4. SIMD Packing Algorithm
In the SIMD computing model, most instructions are usually executed condition­
ally. That is, some processors satisfying a condition may run, while other processors 
do not. We define the running processors as active processors. Packing is the task of 
moving data from active processors to lower numbered processors that have space in 
such a way that the relative order of the data among processors is unchanged. The key 
operations in packing are to find the destination of each active processor and to
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transfer the data from source processor to its destination processor. Transferring data 
is implemented by algorithm ROUTE2. The destination processor can be found by 
computing the number of preceding active processors as follows. Here, we can apply 
the idea of the prefix sum. Since only the active processors are supposed to send data 
to their destination, only active processors need to compute the prefix sum of number 
of active processors. Therefore, we need to change the algorithm PREFIX as in the 
algorithm LOWDESTTNATION. The function BIN(int) converts a given integer int 
into its equivalent binary number. That is, BIN(5) returns 101.
Procedure LOWDESTINATION(active ,dest); 
for all processor Pb do in parallel 
totalb := activeb ; 
zb := activeb ; 
for i:= 1 to n do
if prefix(n,b;i) is of type Ct  then ___
send totalb to temp#  such that £ , £ > , _ bk =b\ 
for k*i and k*i-l; 
else _
send totalb to tempb> such that bt =b\ and bk = b\ for k*i; 
endif
if bi is 1 then
Zfe ■= Zb +  temPb* 
totalb :=totalb + tempb ;
else
totalb := totalb + tempb ;
endfor
if activeb = 0  then 
destb := nil
else
destb := BIN(zb -1);
endfor
end LOWDESTINATION
Initially, the variable activeb has the value 1 if processor Pb is active, otherwise, 
its value is 0. After PREFIX is executed, the value of variable zb computes the
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number of active processors which precede Pb , including Pb itself, only when Pb is 
active. By technically subtracting 1 from zb and converting it into a binary number, 
every active processor has its destination in the variable destb . Since the time com­
plexity of PREFIX is 0(n) and the parallel for-loop takes constant time, LOWDESTI- 
NATION takes CHn) time.
The packing operation can be implemented in 0(n) time by combining ROUTE2 
and LjOWDESITINATION , as in the following algorithm PACK.
Algorithm PACK {active jc ,y);
LOWDESTINAT/ON{active 4est)\
ROUTE2(x ,dest ,(n ,...2 ,l),y); 
end PACK
The algorithm PACK can be illustrated more in detail by the example in table-2.
Table-2: Data transfer in algorithm PACK
processor address 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
xb 2 1 4 6 3 0 3 7
activeb 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
H 0 1 1 2 3 3 4 4
destb in integer nil 0 nil 1 2 nil 3 nil
destb in binary nil 000 nil 001 010 nil 011 nil
yb 1 6 3 3
Each processor Pb has data to be transferred in the variable xb and the value of van-
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able activeb is given. The procedure LOWDESTINATION finds the destination proces­
sor by calculating prefix sum of active, and the procedure ROUTE2 sends data to the 
variable y (Ust as shown in the table-2. The initial values of activeb are given in the 
table-2.
We will now show that there is no communication conflict in the packing opera­
tion. Suppose that there arc two or more data in the same buffer at the end of the j  th 
iteration. This means that the data have originated from the same (J +1 )-dimensional 
subcube. On the other hand, their final destinations must be the same processor in dif­
ferent (j +1 )-dimensional subcube. This would be a contradiction, because the dis­
tance between two or more data can not increase in the packing operation. Therefore, 
we know that algorithm PACK does not cause any communication conflicts.
Uppacking transfers data from active processors to higher numbered processors 
that have space in such a way that relative orcder of the data among processors is 
unchanged. The only difference between packing and uppacking is for each active 
processor to find a higher numbered destination instead of lower numbered one. The 
higher numbered destination can be found by subtracting the total number of active 
processors from and adding the total number of processors to the lower numbered des­
tination. This can be done in 0 ( n ) time as follows.
Procedure HIGHDESTINATIONfactive, dest) 
for all processor Pb do in parallel 
totalb := activeb ; 
zb :=activeb ; 
for i:= 1 to n do
if prefix(n,b;i) is of type Ce then ___
send totalb to tempy  such that bk =b'k
for k*i and k*i-l;
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else _
send totalb to temp# such that bt =£', and bk = b\ for k*i; 
endif
if b{ is 1 then
zb := tempb + zb i 
totalb \=tempb + totalb;
else
total b :=tempb + totalb ;
endfor
if activeb = 0 then 
destb := nil
else
destb := BIN(zb +n - total b -1);
endfor
end HIGHDESTINATION
The uppacking operation can be implemented in 0(n) time by the algorithm 
UPPACK, which is almost same as the algorithm PACK.
Table-3: Data transfer in algorithm UPPACK
processor address 000 001 010 011 100 101 110 111
*b 2 1 4 6 5 0 3 7
activeb 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
2b 0 1 1 2 3 3 4 4
totalb 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4
destb in integer nil 4 nil 5 6 nil 7 nil
destb in binary nil 100 nil 101 110 nil 111 nil






The algorithm UPPACK works in the same way as PACK. By the same reason as 
in PACK, UPPACK does not cause any communication conflicts. Its detailed opera­
tions are illustrated by an example given in table-3.
6.5. Parallel Sorting Algorithms
Sorting is a communication intensive operation performed very frequently on a 
parallel computer. Many kinds of sorting problems and their solutions have been sug­
gested over time. As multicomputer systems based on interconnection network 
became popular, parallel sorting algorithms, which take advantage of the topology of 
interconnection networks, have been introduced. For example. Batcher’s bitonic sort 
fits nicely on a perfect shuffle machine or a hypercube machine. In addition, an odd- 
even transposition sort is suitable for linear array and two-dimensional meshes. 
Among these parallel sorting algorithms, Batcher’s bitonic sort has been considered to 
have good performance on a hypercube. Whereas most sorting methods, including 
Batcher’s bitonic sort, compares keys to rearrange them, a radix exchange sort com­
pares bits of the binary representation of the keys. It is usually faster and simpler for 
small keys. The major operation in the radix exchange sort is packing and uppacking, 
which have been discussed in the previous section. In this section, we implement a 
radix exchange sort and Batcher’s bitonic sort on a X-hypercube.
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6.5.1. Radix Exchange Sort
The radix exchange sort makes use of the binary representation of the keys. 
Instead of comparing two keys with each other, it inspects individual bits of the keys 
to see if they are 0 or 1. Let’s briefly review the sequential radix exchange sort 
described in [KN]:
(1-1) Sort the sequence on its most significant bit, so that all keys which have a 
leading 0 come before all keys which have a leading 1. This sorting is done by 
finding the leftmost key which has the leading 1, and the rightmost key k] with 
a leading 0. Then k, and k; are exchanged and the process is repeated until i > j. 
(1-2) L e t / o  be the elements with leading 0, and let /  j be the others. Apply the 
radix exchange sorting method to / 0 (starting now at the second bit from the left 
instead of the most significant bit), until f  0 is completely sorted; then do the 
same for /
Since the step (1-1) exchanges the leftmost key ki and rightmost key k j , this data 
movement does not preserve the relative order of exchanged data among processors. 
Our interest is to utilize the packing operations on the radix sort. Therefore, we con­
vert the above algorithm into the following one, so that we can keep the relative order 
of data after exchanging data.
(2-1) Sort the sequence on its least significant bit, so that all keys which have a 0 
come before all keys having a 1. This step can be done in a little bit different way 
from the step (1-1). Find the leftmost key k; which has the trailing 0, and the left­
most key kj with a trailing 1. Then exchange them and repeat this until i or j  is 
greater than the number of sort keys.
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(2-2) Repeat step (2-1) on every index of the sort key. After applying to the most 
significant bit, the sorted list will be obtained.
We can explore inherent parallelism in this section. That is, step (2-1) can be 
done in parallel and it fits to the X-hypercube. Actually it is parallel packing and 
uppacking operations. Now we implement a parallel radix exchange sort using the 
procedures PACK and UPPACK as follows. The algorithm RADIX uses a new func­
tion called BIT . We assume that the function BIT(intJ) returns the j lh binary value of 
a given integer int. For example, B/T(5,1) is 1. We assume that each processor has two 
variables, lowb and highb , instead of the variable activeb . The variables lowb and 
highb are used for calculating the low destination and the high destination, respec­
tively. It is assumed that 2" son keys are initially evenly distributed over Q Each 
local variable xb has the key to be soned, and the sorted key is stored in yb . The index 
of the most significant bit is assumed m .
Algorithm RADIX 
for j 1 to m do
for all processors Pb do in parallel 
if BIT{ xb j)  = 0 then 
lowb := 1;
else







Since both PACK and UPPACK run in O{n ) time, the algorithm RADIX runs in 
0 ( m n ) time. The feature which makes the radix exchange son attractive is that the
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time required to sort depends on the number of bits in each key. We will illustrate this 
algorithm by an example. For simplicity, we assume that the sort keys are unsigned 
integers with 3 bits. Table-4 shows the procedure of how sort keys arc rearranged.
Table-4: Sorting keys on Qjj by radix exchange sort
processor address 000 001 010 Oil 100 101 110 111
X 2 1 4 6 5 0 3 7
fl/JV(x) 010 001 100 110 101 000 Oil 111
1* iteration 010 100 110 000 001 101 Oil 111
2 nd  iteration 100 000 001 101 010 110 Oil i n
3rd iteration 000 001 010 Oil 100 101 110 111
6.5.2. Batcher's Bitonic Sort
Batcher’s bitonic sort has been the basis for sorting algorithms under several 
models for parallel computation models [Bat68]. This sorting method is sometimes 
called the bitonic merge sort since it sorts keys by merging bitonic sequence. A 
bitonic sequence is a sequence of numbers k 0, k x, k n_x with the property that
1) there exists an index i , 0 S i <> n-1, such that k 0 through is monotonically 
increasing and kt through kn_x is monotonically decreasing, or else
2) there exists a cyclic shift of indices so that the first condition is satisfied.
The bitonic merge produces the following two sequences from a original bitonic 
sequence
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min(*o^»./2)J™n(* i*^ i/n -i)-—
max(*0^ rt/2),max(fc1̂ /2+1),..., max
Since both sequences are bitonic and every element in the first sequence is smaller 
than every element in the second sequence, it can be easily verified that a bitonic 
sequence of length n is sorted in logn steps by recursively applying the min and max 
functions to resulting bitonic sequences in parallel. A list of n elements to be sorted 
can be considered as a set of n unsorted elements of length 1. We can obtain n/2 
bitonic sequences of length 2 by merging as following:
min(*oJc: ),max(*Q,k ,), min(*2,k 3),max(fc 2Jk 3)......rmn(kn_2,kn-i),max(*„ _2Jcn_j)
By merging successively larger and larger bitonic sequences, n elements can be 
sorted.
As shown above, Batcher’s bitonic sort always compares elements whose indices 
differ in exactly one bit. Therefore it fits nicely to a hypercube, since processors in a 
hypercube are connected if their indices differ in exactly one bit. The Batcher’s 
bitonic sort has been implemented on hypercube [Qui87J as follows. It sorts 2" keys, 
which arc distributed evenly in all processors, in ascending order. Each processor Pb 
is assumed to have three local variable ab , bb , and tb . The key is stored initially in 
each ab . After sorting, ab has the sorted key.
Algorithm BITONIC SORT-H 
for i:=l to n do
for j:=i downto 1 do 
for all Pb do in parallel
if B/7Tbj) = 1 then _
send ab to ty  where b} =b'j and bk -b 'k for k*j; 
if B/Tfb.i+l) = 0 then
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bb :=max(tb ,ab); 
ab :=min(tb <ab); 
else
bb :=min(tb# b)\ 
ab :=max(tb tab); 
endif 
endif
if BIT( b j )  = 0 then __






An adjacent processor with regard to a certain index position can be determined 
in constant time and the parallel for-loop takes constant time. Hence, the time com­
plexity of BITONIC-SORT-H is Of*2)-
Since any algorithm on a hypercube machine can be implemented on a X- 
hypercube machine with the same performance by theorem 2.2, Batcher’s bitonic sort 
can also run on a n -dimensional X-hypcrcube in CX«2) computation steps. This has 
been shown already by the algorithm BITONICMERGESORT, mentioned in chapter 
2. It is just simulating a hypercube by algorithm EMBED 1 given in chapter 2. Since 
Qn is embedded into Q* with dilation 2, BITONICMERGESORT has communication 
overhead whenever processors are connected by a twisted edge.
Now, consider applying Batcher’s bitonic sort to a X-hypercube directly. 
Observing algorithm BITONIC-SORT-H, we notice that one of two adjacent subcubes 
always has a monotonically increasing sequence, while the other has a monotonically 
decreasing sequence at the end of each iteration of the outmost for-loop. This out­
most for-loop performs the bitonic merge on a bitonic sequence. As index i
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increases, it merges a larger bitonic sequence. The only difference between Qn and 
Q * is the twisted edge connecting the processors satisfying the condition (1) of 
definition 2.2. If two jfc-dimensional subcubes of X-hypercube are connected by 
twisted edges and each has a monotonically increasing or decreasing sequence for odd 
k , then (jfc-t-l)-dimensional subcube of X-hypercube actually has a bitonic sequence. 
Whenever prefix(n,b;k+l) is of the type Ce . two k -dimensional subcubes are con­
nected by twisted edges. By checking the state of the prefix, we can maintain a 
bitonic sequences in X-hypercube during bitonic merge. Therefore we can implement 
Batcher’s bitonic sort on a a X-hypercube without any communication overhead with 
same time complexity as on a hypercube by the following algorithm.
Algorithm BITONIC-SORT XH 
for i:=l to n do
for j:=i downto 1 do 
for all Pb do in parallel
if BIT( b j)  = 1 then
if prefix(n,b;j) is of type C€ t h e n ___
send ab to ty where b 'jb 'j ^ - b jb j ^  and bk=b'k for k*j and 
k*j-l;
else if prefix(n,b;j-I) is of type Ce and B IT(bj-l) is 1 then 
send bb to ty  where b'j =bj and bk =b'k for k*j; 
else _
send ab to ty  where b’}=bj and bk -b 'k for k*j; 
endif
if BIT{ b,i+l) = 0 then 
bb :=max(tb ,ab); 
ab :=min(tb # b); 
else
if prefix(n,b;j+l) is of type C€ and BIT (bj+1) is 1 then 
bb :=max(tb ,ab); 
ab :=min(tb j ib)i 
else
if prefix(n,b;j-l) is of type Te an d £ /T (b ,j-l)  is 1 then 









if B/T( b j)  = 0 then
if prefix(n,b;j) is of type Ce t h e n ___
send bb to av  where b'jb'j_\=bjbj_x and bk =b’k for k*j and 
k*j-l;
else _





end BITONIC SO RTXH
6.6. Summary
We present the SIMD many-to-many routing algorithm, ROUTE 2, for a X- 
hypercubc Q *. Using this algorithm, we develope the parallel algorithm, PREFIX, 
to compute the prefix sum. We also develope parallel algorithms, PACK and 
UPPACK, to perform packing and uppacking operations. All these algorithms have 
0(n) time complexity.
We utilize PACK and UPPACK to implement a radix exchange sort on Q *. 
Algorithm RADIX sorts 2" keys in 0 (n 2) time in a very simple way. We also show 
that Batcher’s bitonic sort can be implemented on Q* without any overhead. We 
believe that for many other problems, we can design algorithms for Q*  by directly 
considering the topological structure of Q*. These algorithms are as efficient as 
their counterparts for a conventional hypercube Qn .
Chapter 7 
Algorithms for Data Communication on 
a Z-Cube Interconnection Network
7.1. Introduction
A multicomputer system based on a interconnection network has been recog­
nized as a key in the design of parallel computers. A good interconnection network, in 
general, should have a low vertex degree, a small diameter, large number of disjoint 
paths between a pair of vertices, simple routing schemes, and easy hardware imple­
mentation. These parameters are interrelated to each other. For example, a higher ver­
tex degree gives more disjoint paths between a pair of vertices, and a smaller diameter 
result in less delay in data communication. A higher vertex degree guarantees more 
disjoint paths and smaller diameter. However, a network with higher vertex degree is 
more difficult to implement in hardware. According to the current electronic technol­
ogy, the most decisive factor in network design is the feasibility of VLSI implementa­
tion.
So far, we emphasize the effectiveness of the X-hypercube over the conventional 
hypcrcube from the point of view of data communication. In this chapter, we consider 
a new hypercube-like interconnection network called the Z-cube, which has the pro­
perty to be more easily implemented in VLSI [ZL91]. In a VLSI layout, the area for 
wires connecting processors dominates the processor area. Therefore, the higher the 
vertex degree that a network has, the more area it needs. An n -dimensional Z- cube, 
denoted by Q„ , where n must be a multiple of 4, has the same number of vertices as
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an n -dimensional hypercube, Qn. But the vertex degree of Q„ is 3/4 of that of Qn . 
Since the Z-cube also preserves most properties of the hypercube, it can be an another 
good alternative for the hypercube, especially from the point of view of VLSI imple­
mentation.
In this chapter, we present two different definitions for a Z-cube and explore 
some topological properties of a Z-cube. We introduce algorithms for the shortest path 
and for data broadcasting.
7.2. Structure of a Z-cube
An n dimensional Z-cube, denoted by Q^\ can be viewed as a graph of 2n ver­
tices, where n is multiple of 4. Each vertex is labeled by a unique n -bit binary digits, 
with a value 0 through n - 1, letting 1 index the least significant bit. The first definition 
of the Z-cube is as follows.
Definition 7.1: A n -dimensional Z-cube Q%, where n is multiple of 4, is a gTaph of 2" 
vertices, such that two vertices u=«fluN_|...Ui and v=vn vM_1...v1 are connected by an 
edge if and only if for some m such that 1 <sn <ji /4, uk — vk for k > 4m and k < 4 (m - 
1), and one of the following five conditions holds:
(1) u 4m u 4m-i = v 4m v 4m -i’ u 4m_2u4m_3 are distinct in exactly one bit;
(2) U^m V4m V4/rt_2 ^ {00,11}, and U 4 m _3= v 4^_  \v 4m- 3 6 {01,10},
( 3 )  u 4m w4m-2-v4m v4m-2 € ( 0  1 • 10}  > a n d  U - 3 —̂  4m-l v4m~3 ^  { 0 0 , 1 1 } ,
(4)U 4mU4m^2=v 4mV4m_2 e  (01,10), and U4*.~l«4m-3=V4m-lV4m- 3  e  (01,10); 
u 4m“4m-2=v 4mv4m-2e (00,11 ), and W4m-l«4».-3=v4m-lV4m_3 € (00,11).
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Figure 12 shows Q \ .  This figure also can be used to represent Q \  by treating 
each vertex as a Q%. It implies that Q ^ , can be constructed recursively by treating 
each vertex as a • We call each o f the sixteen Q 4^ ,-1) in Q \ „ as a 4 (m -l>-
dimrnsional subcube o f 0 %*, which is denoted by C ^ -d *  course, these sixteen 
subcube are isomorphic to each other. To facilitate our presentation, we summarize 
this fact in the following lemma.
Lemma 7.1: For any m > 0, consists o f sixteen ( 46n-i)*s which are isomorphic 
to by deleting the preceding 4 bits from each vertex labeL
□
Figure 12: "Z"-shaped Q \
Figure 13: Hypercube-like Q 4
Figure 14: Relabeled Hypercube-like Q \
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In figure 12, we see that the processors are connected in a "Z" shape. This is the 
reason why this network is called a Z-cube. This may give the impression that the Z- 
cube is totally different from a hypercube. If we rearrange some processors, as in 
figure 13, the Z-cube turns into a hypercube-like structure. Relabeling the processors 
in figure 13, we have another Z-cube in figure 14. Since the Z-cube in figure 14 is iso­
morphic to the one in figure 12, we have another definition for Q%. By lemma 7.1, we 
know that is constructed recursively from Q %. Therefore, the following definition 
can be derived.
Definition 7.2: An n -dimensional Z-cube Q„, where n is multiple of 4, is a graph of 
2 " vertices, such that two vertices u -u „ u n^t ...u j and v =v„vrt_1...vj are connected by 
an edge if and only if for some m such that 1 <jn /4, uk = vk for k > 4m and k < 
4(m -1), and one of the following three conditions holds:
( 1) = v4m v 4m-i< « 4m_2“ 4w, - 3  are distinct in exactly one bit;
(2) “ 4m“ 4m-i=v4mv4m-i and « 4m-2« 4m-3=V4m_2V4 m _3 e  {00,11};
(3) u4m“ 4m-l—v4mv4m-t and «4m- 2“ 4m-3=V 4m-2V4m-3 ^ {01,10).
Since definition 7.2 is much simpler than definition 7 .1 , we will use definition 7.2 
for investigating properties of the Z-cube. By definition 7.2, we know that the sub­
graphs induced by the vertex subset \\bk =ck for k > 4m and k < 4(m-
1)), where each ck is a constant, are also isomorphic to each other and isomorphic to 
Q 4 by deleting all bits except 4 bits of b4mb 4m_ib4m_2b 4m_3. Therefore, we can 
claim the following lemma.
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Lemma 7.2: For any m > 0, the subgraph which is induced by the vertex subset 
{^4m ^4m_i- b xfok^k  for*  > Am and k < 4(m -l)}, where each c* is a constant, are 
isomorphic to Q \ .
O
Now, we show that the 4-dimensional Z-cube is a vertex symmetric graph by 
giving the algorithm ADDR TRANS, which transforms the address of each processor 
Pb to a new address b ' , such that s' = 0000 for a given address s and every other new 
address b' satisfies the condition in definition 7.2. In the algorithm to follow, © 
denotes the exclusive-or operation of two binary strings.
procedure ADDR_TRANS0(s)
for all processor Pb do in parallel
b' = b © s ; 
case b 2b i of
01,10: ifb 'ib 'i  *01  and *  10 ‘hen 
b \ b '3 - b ' 3b' 4;




Lemma 7.3: Procedure ADDR_TRANS0(s) relabels Q% in 0(1) time such that if Pb 
has address b = b^b-ib 2by, then Pb has a new address b' =b' 4b' $b' 2b' ( and s' =0000. 
Proof: Since algorithm ADDR TRANSO(s) applies a one-to-one mapping function, the 
exclusive-or of s , to the label b of every processor Pb in first parallel for-loop and 
relabels b 4b 2 to another unique b '4b ' 3 in the second for loop, s will be transformed to 
s' =0000 and each b will be transformed to a unique b ' . From now on, wc use b' as 
the relabeled b obtained by algorithm ADDR TRANS0(s),
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We only need to show that for every two adjacent processors Pu and Pv, Pu> and 
Pv> are also adjacent to each other. In order for P ^  and /V  to be adjacent to each 
other, u' and v' must satisfy one of the three conditions of definition 7.2, There are 
three cases.
Case 1: u 4U3=v4v3 an d u 2wi ^ d  v2v i arc distinct in exactly one bit.
Even after the exclusive-or function of s is applied in the first for-loop, u' 4u'^=v'4v '3 
and u' 2u' x and v '2v '1 are distinct in exactly one bit. In the second for-loop, « '4(v '4) 
and « '3(v '3) may be reversed. Even if they are reversed, u'$u'4=v'$vf 4 because 
« '4u '3=v'4v '3. Hence, u' and v' satisfy condition 1 of definition 7.2.
Case 2: « 4« 3  = v4v3 and u 2u x = v 2v x e  {00,11}.
AfteT the first for-loop, it is obvious that u 4u' $ = v '4v'sub3 and u' 2u '} = v '2v' x. But 
u '2u' j(v '2v 'i) may be an element of either (00,11) or {01,10}. If they are an element 
of {00,11), the second for-loop does nothing. Therefore, u' and v' satisfy condition 2 
of definition 7.2. If «#2m, 1(v'’2v'j) is an element of {01,10}, the second for-loop rev­
erses uf 4(v'<j) and u '3(v '3). Hence, u' and v' satisfy condition 3 in definition 7.2.
Case 3: u4u 3 = v4v3 and u 2u x = v2vj e {01,10}.
After the first for-loop, it is obvious that u '4u '$ — v '4v '3 and u 2u' x = v '2vyj. But 
u '2u 'x(v '2v 'x) may be an element of either (01,10} or {00,11}. If it is an element of 
(01,10}, the second for-loop does nothing. Therefore, u' and v' satisfy condition 3 of 
definition 7.2. If they are an element of {00,11}, the second for-loop reverses « '4(v '4) 
and « '3(v, 3). Then, u' and v' satisfy condition 2 of definition 7.2.
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We have considered all possible cases. Therefore, for any two adjacent proces­
sors Pu and Pv, Pu- and Py are also adjacent to each other. The procedure 
ADDR_TRANS obviously has time complexity of 0 (  1). This completes the proof.
□
By extending the algorithm ADDR_TRANS0 to higher dimension as in the algo­
rithm AD D RTRAN S1, we obtain theorem 7.1.
Theorem 7.1: An n -dimensional Z-cube can be relabeled in 0 ( n ) time such that 
if Pb has an address b =bn £►„_!...£>], then for any vertex s ,  Pb has a new address
and *'=00 .0.
Proof: For every vertex Pb , apply the algorithm AD D RTRANS  to the first 4 bits. 
Then is change to 000ftin_4Jn_ 5 ..j1 and bnbn_x...bx is changed to
b'nb,n_ib'n_2b'n_ibn_i  bn_<>...b j. Repeating this procedure n/4 times on every other 
four bits of each vertex label, we can obtain relabeled such that for any vertex s , 
Pb has a new address b' =b'n b'n_x...b' \ and s' =00...0. This completes the proof.
□
By algorithm ADDR TRANS , we can convert many algorithms for special cases 
to algorithms for general cases. For example, if we have an algorithm to find a shortest 
path from P 0 to every other processor, this algorithm can be generalized to an algo­
rithm for finding the shortest path from any processor Pb to every other processor.
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7.3. The Shortest Path
The shortest path between two processors in Z-cube can be obtained by using a 
table. Each processor Pb maintains a table T l b, with rows of the number of the desti­
nations. Each row contains the shortest path to these destination. If the destination is 
adjacent to a source, a row has the destination itself. Otherwise, a row contains a list 
of intermediate processors on the shortest path to the given destination. We now con- 
sider the shortest path table between P 0 and Pb in the 4-dimensional Z-cube Q%.
Table-5: Shortest path table for P 0 in Q%
destination
0001
l"  move 
0001
2nd move y d move move
0010 0010
0011 0010 0011
0100 0001 0101 0100
0101 0001 0101
0110 0010 0110




1011 1000 1010 1011
1100 1000 1001 1101 1100
1101 1000 1001 1101
1110 1000 1010 1110
1111 1000 1010 1110 1111
Obviously, the processor P 0 need to maintain a routing table for fifteen destina­
tion processors. In addition, each processor Pb can keep the same routing table as in 
the processor P 0, since we have the algorithm ADDR TRANS to transform Q„ to 
another Q„ such that Pb has a new address, 0000. It implies that constant space is 
necessary for a shortest path table in each processor.
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The table for the shortest paths from P 0 to any other processors in Q \  is given in 
table-5. By this table and the algorithm ADDR TRANS, we can compute the shortest 
path between any two processors in Q% in 0(1) time.
  y
Theorem 7.2: The shortest path between two processors, Pu and Pv, in Qn can be 
computed in 0 ( n ) time.
Proof: First, consider the shortest path from Pu to Pu> such that u'„ u'n_lu'n_2u'n_3 =
vnvn -lvn-2vn-3 u'n~4u'n-5— u> 1 = Mn-4u« - 5 1- ^h>s shortest path Can be
obtained by table 5 and the algorithm ADDR TRANS in 0(1) time. Obviously, P and 
Pv are in the same (n-4)-dimensional subcube Now this problem is reduced to 
finding the shortest path between two processors, P^  and Pv in 4. By applying the 
same method repeatedly n /4 times, we can find the shortest path from Pu to Pv. This 
completes the proof.
□
7.4. One-to-One Routing and Broadcasting
We use the shonest path table to construct a parallel one-to-one routing algo­
rithm. In this algorithm, we employ a procedure ADDR_TRANS 1(« ,v). This pro­
cedure is similar to ADDR TRANS. The only difference is that ADDR TRANS 1 rela­
bels for both vertex u and v , whereas ADDR TRANS only relabels for one vertex. 
After relabeling is performed, every processor knows the new address u and v' for u 
and v respectively.
I l l
procedure AD D RTRANS /  (u ,v )
for all processor Pb do in parallel
b' = b  © u ; 
v ' =  V ©  u ; 
case b 2b x of
01.10: if 6 '^ ' l  *01  an d * '2 ^ 1  * 10 then 
* > ' 3 := * '3* '4;
00,11: if b '2b'x * 0 0 and b'^b'i #11 then 
b \ b , -i ^ b , 2b \ ;
endcase 
case v 2v ! of
01,10: if v '2v' i *  01 and v'2v' j # 10 then 
v'4v'3 :=v'3v'4;
00,11: if v'2v' j * 00 and v'2v' i *  11 then
v > ' 3 := v '3v '4;
endcase
endfor
end ADDR TRANS 1
By combining the table 7.1 and the algorithm ADDR TRANS 1, we have the fol­
lowing one-to-one data routing algorithm which send message from Pu to Pv .
Algorithm ROUTE3
for m := n downto 4 by 4 do
ADDR TRANSl{umum_xum^2um- ^  vmvm. 1vm_2vm_3); 
for all processor Pb do in parallel
if *>'mb = 0000 then
Send a message from Pb to Pc such that b„bn_x...bm+l=
cn^n-l’"^m+l and c mcm~lc m-2^ m-3= v mv m-1 
v'm_2v'm_3 along the path found in the table entry




The algorithm ROVTE3 finds the shortest path by the method discussed in the 
previous section and send a message along the shortest path. Obviously, we now have 
the following theorem.
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Theorem 7.3: Any processor in Q„ can send a message to any other processor in 
Of/t) time.
□
By the same reason as with a shortest path problem, we use a broadcasting table 
to broadcast a message from a processor to all other processors in Q%. Every proces­
sor Pb has the following table T 1 b . The data broadcasting paths by this table have 
been depicted as the spanning tree shown in figure 15.
Table-6: Broadcasting table fo r /’0 in Q$

















As shown in figure 15, P 0 send its message to all other processors of Q% in 0(1) 
time by accessing the table T2. The following algorithm broadcasts a message from 
any processor Pu to all other processors.
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Algorithm BROAD
for m := n downto 4 by 4 do 
ADDR _TRANSiUy  ̂
for all processor Pv  do in parallel 
for i :=0 to 3 do
if i = r  2#  . s t e p «»** «* -  b\  for k £ 
4(/n-l) then
send a message to set of processors, S=(/V« I
L / r  ■ i / /  ■ / /
0  m O m /p i—2 ^  / n — 3  ^








0011 0101 1001 1010
/ \  / \
0010 0100 0111 ion  1101 m o
0110 1111 1100
Figure 15: Broadcasting path in C f
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Theorem  7.4: Any processor Pb o f can broadcasts its message to all other proces­
sors in 0 («  ) time.
Proof: First, consider a broadcasting problem to send a message from Pu to every Pu- 
such that u'nu'n^ u 'n_2u'n_3 *  un un_1u„_2un_3 and u'n^ u 'n_5... u x = un^ u n 5...u }. 
By lemma 7.2 and using the broadcasting table and the algorithm ADDR TRANS, we 
know this broadcasting can be achieved in CXI) time. After this, every processor Pv , 
such that b'n_Ab'n *)...b' x = 00...0, has a message to be sent. Next, these processors 
send a message inside a subcube A by the same method. Obviously, the algorithm 
BROAD  broadcast a message from a processor Pb to all other processors after apply­
ing the same method repeatedly n /4  times. This completes the proof.
□
7.5. Sum m ary
In this chapter, we consider a new interconnection network called the Z-cube. 
Since it has lower vertex degree than the conventional hypercube, it is more feasible 
to be implemented in hardware. We investigate some important topological properties 
o f the Z-cube and have proved that Z-cube are vertex symmetric. By using tables, the 
simple algorithms for the shortest path and broadcasting have been presented.
Chapter 8 
Concluding Remarks
The hypercube is the most widely adopted network structure for multicomputer 
systems, due to its many attractive topological properties. These properties include 
high connectivity, small diameter, high degree of symmetry, relatively small degree, 
high fault-tolerance and simple network routing algorithms. Since the first hypercube 
machine built at Caltech, many hypercube machines have been made available com­
mercially. Recently, several modified hypercube network structures have been intro­
duced to further improve the performance of conventional hypercube. Although previ­
ous, preliminary investigations on these modified hypercubes indicate that these net­
works may have potential to be alternatives for the conventional hypercube, the ques­
tion of whether or not these modified hypercubes are indeed superior needs to be 
answered.
In this dissertation, we attempt to investigate two modified hypercube structures: 
the X-hypercube and the Z-cube. The X-hypercube is one of the variants of the 
hypercube that has a diameter almost the half of the diameter of the conventional 
hypercube without introducing any additional edges. This implies that the data com­
munication in a X-hypercube may be more efficient than that in a hypercube. To ver­
ify the data communication performances of a X-hypercube, Q*, we first give a new 
definition of Q*  This definition is important, since it allow us to determine the con­
nectivity of Q *  by examining the binary vertex labels this property. Indeed, the use of 
this new definition becomes the foundation of our investigation of the combinatorial
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and computational aspects of Q*. We show that Q* can be embedded into Q„ with 
dilation 2 and congestion 2, and vice versa. This means that Q*  can be used to simu­
late Qn efficiendy.
It is a well known fact that communication cost dominates computation cost in 
many parallel algorithms whose performance depend heavily on the interconnection 
structures of a multicomputer system. For example, the execution time of a data com­
munication instruction can be several orders greater than the execution time of an 
arithmetic or logical computation instruction. Since the main advantage of Q * may be 
in the communication aspect, we focus our investigation on developing efficient paral­
lel data communication algorithms. We present two algorithms for finding a shortest
V
path between any two vertices in Q„ . Although both of them are in sequential form, 
they can be easily implemented as parallel one-to-one routing algorithms. We also 
present several parallel algorithms for data broadcasting and census functions. Using 
one of our data broadcasting algorithms as a subalgorithm, we also develop a simple 
parallel one-to-one routing algorithm, ROUTE I. For many-to-many parallel data 
communication, we present a routing algorithm, ROUTE 2, that can complete the rout­
ing in 0 ( « ) time if no conflict occurs. We show that all of one-to-one, many-to-one, 
and one-to many data communications in Q*  can be carried out in [(n+l)/2| communi­
cation steps, which is about two times more efficient than the corresponding hyper- 
cube operations.
We realize that the diameter of Q* is f(n+l)/2] and indicates the lower bound for 
data communication performance in the worst case. Thus, we also analyze the average
v
case data communication performance of Q„. One parameter characterizing this
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performance is the average distance between vertices in Q We show that the aver­
age vertex distance of Qjj is about 13/16 of the average vertex distance of Qn . This 
indicates that the average data communication performance of Q* can be better than 
that of Qn . In summary, our results on data communication in a X-hypercube show 
that data communication performance of Q„ is better than Qn .
Comparing Q„ with Qn by only considering data communication is not 
sufficient. We know that there are many problems that can be solved in parallel on 
hypercube machines. We also know that Q * can be used to simulate Qn efficiently by 
using an embedding method. However, such a method can cause considerable over­
head due to the dilation and congestion in the embedding. Since Q*  is also recursively 
defined, we believe that most hypcrcube algorithms can be slightly modified to fit X- 
hypercube machines. Based on this belief, we consider several basic problems, such as 
prefix sum, packing, and sorting. We give SIMD X-hypercube algorithms for these 
problems and show that each of these algorithms takes the same number of communi­
cation steps and has the same computational complexity as its counterpart on the con­
ventional hypercube machine. All of these algorithms are not based on embedding, 
and consequently the communication overhead of the embedding method are 
avoided. Our experience lead us to believe that parallel computation on a Q* can be 
no less efficient than that on a Qn .
Our results on a X-hypercube show that the X-hypercube is a good alternative for 
a conventional hypercube, especially when data communication is of major concern. 
However, the X-hypercube have some disadvantages when compared with a hyper­
cube. First, the structure of Q* is less regular than the structure of Qn, and,
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consequently, is hard to use. Second, the computational part of a data communication 
algorithm on Q*  can be less efficient than the computational pan of the corresponding 
algorithm on Qn . Our solution to this problem is to construct a set of fundamental 
parallel programs that can be used as building blocks. Since computation is generally 
less costly than communication, it is worthwhile to have communication algorithms 
with a little more computation time but less communication operations.
From the VLSI implementation point of view, the hypercube has some disadvan­
tages due to its relatively high vertex degree. When the vertex degree of a network is 
high, its hardware implementation becomes difficult. This is because that the proces­
sor design becomes more complicated. Moreover, the VLSI layout of the network 
requires more area, as the number of data links per processor increases.
The Z-cube has been designed for easy VLSI implementation. The n - 
dimensional Z-cube, Q%, and the n -dimensional hypercube, Q„, have the same 
number of vertices and the same diameter. However, Q„ contains only 75 percent of 
the edges of Qn , and each vertex of Q„ has degree (3/4)n. Other attractive properties 
of include the fact that Q,f is a subgraph of Qn , and Q„ can simulate Qn 
efficiently. In this dissertation, we investigate the communication aspect of Q„. We 
give simple algorithms for finding the shortest paths and data broadcasting. We 
believe that the Z-cube is another good alternatives for the conventional hypercube.
Many problems regarding parallel computations on the X-hypercube and the Z- 
cube remain open. We know that a hypercube can be used to simulate many useful 
networks by graph embedding. For example, a complete tree Tn of 2" -1 vertices can 
be embedded into Qn with dilation 2 and congestion 1. Since Q„ can be embedded
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into Q * with dilation 2 and congestion 2, Tn can be embedded into Q* with dilation 4 
and congestion 2. However, we found that for small n , Tn can be embedded into Q* 
with dilation 1 and congestion 1, i.e., Tn is a subgraph of Q%. It still remains open 
whether or not Tn is a subgraph of Q* for all n . Similarly, it is not known yet what 
the best embeddings of many other useful networks into Q* are. In chapter 6, we give 
several parallel algorithms few Q*. All these algorithms utilize the connectivity of Q * 
effectively. It remains to be answered whether we can also design X-hypercube algo­
rithms for many other applications so that their performance is identical to hypercube 
algorithms. Another important issue is the fault-tolerance of Q*. This issue is not 
addressed in this dissertation.
Since the Z-cube has been proposed very recently, the investigation of its proper­
ties is still in a preliminary stage. Many more issues of the conventional hypercube 
that have been investigated should be considered both for the X-hypercube and the Z- 
cube. The final conclusion of whether or not a X-hypercube or a Z-cube are superior 
over the conventional hypercube in general should be generated only after further stu­
dies are conducted, even though our results indicate that the X-hypercube and the Z- 
cube are good alternative for the hypercube in several aspects.
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